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Luh Computer Services Ltd.

108 THF PARAOF HIGH STREET WATFORD WD1 2AW

Telephone; Watford 10923) 29&13

Ruunru Software * Professional Courses * Pascal

• Recreational Software • Interlacing • Cromcmco Systems

• Level 1 Service Centre • Utititi** Colour Monitors "

• Supplies " Accessories " tnthusiasm • Open lues - Sat

mickie
A special purpose language for multiple

choice tests and quizzes* ni)RS,ionnairHs flnn<

Computer aided learning (CAU - £50 + VAT

* MICKIE programs can b« written by people with no
previous experience ot programming. Many people have
neither the Inclination nor the aptitude to master

general purpose languages such as OAGlO or Pascal.

* MICKIE can bo used by people who have never used
or even seen a computer before this ts demonstrated
hy MiCKiE's success with hospital patients.

* MICKIE Is written in a simple to use, easy to

remember format, designed specifically for the first

time user who does not want to know more than is

absolutely necessary about computers and computer
languages.
* Origin oily developed for medical history taking.

MICKIE has been evaluated in hospitals, schools and
commerce li saves tima and prnvMfts comprehensive,

legible and structured records.

* The original MICKIC was developed at the National

Physical Laboratory by tho late Dr. Christophor Evans
twell-lcnown as the author ot 'The Mighty Micro and
The Making of the Micro ).

FullApple impltmtntttittn from;

SYSTEMICS LIMITED
21 23, The Bridge, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 5AG.

Tel: 01-863 0079

MICKIE <s a waoemark or ine National rhystcai latwmorv 3

APPLE
A SOUND EFFECTS & MUSIC

BOARD
Built in softworc means easy to use from Basic.

- Software included to easily creato "Sound Tables".
- ALLOWS SOUND WITHOUT SLOWING
GRAPHICS.
- Ouilt-in amplifier Hives volume control of all Apple
sound output.
- 3= voices and noise, expandable to 9 voices.

Special introductory
offer.

We pay the VAT, etc.
Sond only £65.

Volume control and
amplifier available

separately. Send unly C18. \ \
Dealer enquiries welcome.

Meek rose Ltd.,

86 Woterdoll, Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshire

LU7 8PL.
Tel: Leighton Buiaard
(0525) 370621
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Norah Arnold's Hard Core Cover drawing Is
a Christmas theme with a difference,
commemorating how Apple technology has
been used recently to trace the origins
of the Star ot Bethlehem. In the
Myaterioua World of Arthur C Clarke,
(Yorkshire TV) the doyen of tel-fl
writers showed us how one Professor

Hughes uses his ITT 2020 to compute the
triple conjunction of Pisces before
Jupiter and Saturn - I think I've got it

right - a much reported phenomenon
described from China to Rome as that
bright star. It doesn't matter much, but
it 's nice.
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Editorial
Rumour has it chat Tuesday, November 2,
was the day that certain trusty parties
were Invited out to Hemcl hempatead to
view Che Rev E "Super Apple" (64K, fewer
chips, upper and lower case) which Is set
to replaee the Apple IX when it 1*
withdrawn from production In February,
1993. This news has been so heavily
embargoed that everyone knows It. On the
other hand It could conceivably happen
aooncr than that. Since he was not
Ltivlted along, your Intrepid editor
Lnstead braved the mist-bound lanes of
Bucks that aame day to see how Apples
were faring out at Castle Priory,
Wallln8ford where the world's most
prestigious course on Technology for the
Disabled Child was being held.
Apple (UK) Ltd had loaned at last count
13 Apples for the occasion, most of which
worked most of the time. This maoolvc
presence only confirmed what we already
knew, namely that when it comes to the
needs of the physically handicapped Apple
is lops.
One ot the country's foremost workers in
this field, Patrick Toon gave a
convincing demonstration that his
Mackapplc package developed at King's
College is a powerful weapon enabling
children (or adults for that matter) with
very poor motor control to communicate
via their Apple using simple on-off
switch. For the purposes of hie
demonstration he used an on-off light
controller, hut ir could equally well
have been a suck-blow device, a joystick
or any simple switch which the
handicapped person could operate. With it
it is possible to address a keyboard
display on the VDU and with great speed
and apparent ease print out messages on
screen and obtain hard copy. The word
processor used is in fact a derivation
(with permission) of our old friend the

Appiewrlter. Tills Is not the place to
describe the package in detail, but it

certainly convinced me that it lends a

lot of communlcAtlve muscle to the
handicapped. At the end ol the session
Patrick dispensed free copies since
King's College has far-sightedly placed
it in the public domain. Do we have any
members with communications handicaps who
would be willing to review this package
for Hard Core?

The Castle Priory course was well
attended by an amazing cross section of

people Involved with the disabled,

ranging from high-powered computer

advisers from Australia through machine

code programmers to young and relatively

inexperienced teachers and helpers thrown

In at the deep end and expected to turn

their Apples to immediate good use. The

general feeling Is that the computer can

obviously do an awful lot but when it

comes down to it, only they can tell it
what to do.

Turning to other matters. Have all our
members suddenly been struck with sudden

and Inexplicable contentment with all

aspects of their Apple usage? Have all

the bugs flown off to tnveat the DBG and
Spectrum? Judging from the number of

letters wc arc not receiving this must be

so. Hard Core thrives on that enjoyable
pool oi rancour which, for the moment
seems to have dried up. So please,
memhers, we know you have problems, tell

us about them.

Apology time- An unfortunate omission of

a thick black line has resulted in

readers assuming that advertiser Francis

Tco, accounting consultant, is a port of

Lux Computer Services. Not so, I'm

afraid. C^ilte separate geographically and

in operations, so apologies to the both

of you.

Nottingham SGM

Those of you who could not attend the

Special General Meeting in the close
vicinity of Bceston College (i.e. the

nctfiby Chequers) on November 13 will be

glad to know char your proxy vorea
contributed to the unanimous decision of

the meeting to Rive the go-ahead to the
planned reorganization of RASUt* as a
company limited by guarantee. The point
Is, as I am sure you are all bored uf
hearing us say, that the club should be
made liable as a whole for anything that
might go wrong rather than the individual
members of the committee. However, in

practical terms, as fai as youi
membership and benefits are concerned,
nothing, will change. Unlike the proposal
made and rejected at the SGM In Hatfield
last year, this does not mean that a
separate trading enterprise is to be set
up.
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Beginners' page
SO YOUR PROGRAM DOESN'T WORK

by John Sharp

Typing programs In from magazines or
writing them yourself is not the easiest
of jobs at the beginning. So a few tips
for a beginner are always welcome.

The most Important thing you should do
before you start is type NEW. Otherwise
you will have a number of lines of
another program you don't want. It you
have not typed NEW, as you type In your
program, you will delete some of the
previous program lines by writing lines
with the some number. Others you will
leave- Your program will then be trying
to sort out the logic of the previous
program and of yours as well. This Is
tedious to sort out as you have to go
through the listing line by line.

If you are typing from a listing then,
providing it is correct, your program
will tun without any problems. II not
there are two possibilities. If you are
typing in from a listing and you have
Confidence that it is a correct Hating,
then you could go through it character by
character to see if you have made an
error. if you have done this or you are
writing your own program then there are a
number of debugging tips you can follow.
These are not foolproof, so it la worth
looking at common problems with copying
listings.

The first thing you should do is run the
program. This will tell you that the
program does run without synrax errors
being present. That is of course
providing you access all the lines.
Sometimes you might nor take a particular
option and eo mloa going through a
aubroutine or even one particular line.
Then It becomes difficult to find that
error. If you have done this and there Is
a problem, you will he presented for
example with:-
7SYNTAX ERROR IN 45
and you could go back to the listing and
check line « character for character. It
could be that a simple mistyping of [IffIT
Instead of INPUT has been made. The most
common type of error is a missed
character. In particular, the colon ":"
and "semicolon »

}
» are the crucial parts

of many lines, ao It is worth looking at

what they do.

Consider the following program

10 A = 51

20 PRINT "APPLES ARE"
30 PRINT A
40 PRINT "PENCE EACH"

This would print :-

APPLES ARE
51

PENCE EACH

If you wanted to print

APPLES ARE 51 PENCE EACH

It is necessary to add a semicolon to the
end of each line because a semicolon

means carry on printing where yuu left
off last.
Normally a program would not present the

Information on three lines but as a

single line :-

10 A - 51
20 PRINT "APPLES ARE"; A ; "PENCE EACH"

Now consider the case of an Input
statement :-

10 INPUT "HOW MUCH DO APPLES COST ";A

This would set the cursor after the
question. If the question was put after a

PRINT staremanr as follows, and the INPUT
separately then It Is still possible to
place the cursor waiting for the input
next to the question by adding the
semicolon :-

10 PRINT "HOW MUCH DO APPLES COST ";

15 INPUT A

Sometimes it is necessary to do it thla
way, and continue on the same BASIC line.
Thus lines 10 and 15 would come together
as

10 PRINT "HOW MUCH DO APPLES COST
";: INPUT A

Another common error Is to leave out the
sign at the end of a string variable

or put one In when there should not be
one. The varlahle "A" Is a numerical
variable. The numerical variable "AS" is
a string - a set of characters.
Mistyping would not give an error of
syntax because the computer soc3 no
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problem. So the error comee up further la
the program. Suppose as follows there te

meant to be a string response In line 100
and the following Ls typed ln:-

100 INPUT "A RESPONSE ";A

a lot more program

810 PRTNT MTn$ <A$ ( 2,1

)

This time nothing is fed back In the way
of errors. When line 810 is reached, art

attempt to print the second character of

A$ is met with a blank, because although
you meant AS to be created in line 100,

it wasn't. A response to a numerical
variable was madp. If you had tried to>

enter an alphabetic character then the
response
? REENTER

would be made by the computer.

The opposite problem ot adding the "5"

when it shouldn't be there gives a
response aa follows :-

200 INPUT "THE NUMBER ";A$
210 H 70 * A

gives a value ot zero for variable

since no value has been assigned to A.

you tried :-

220 B = 20 * AS

you would be greeted with :-

TYPE MISMATCH ERROR IN 220

This means the
etring ) is wrong.

type of variable (a

This would also arise if the "$" was left

off in the following caae:-

300 ? LEFTSU.3)

Taking the third from the left character

of a number io not possible directly.

This time there would be a syntax ertui

and so the computer would drop back into

immediate mode.

Other ways of debugging will be followed

up in the next issue.

1 HUN 1 US

=S-* DCRCOrORD AVENUE
TOLWORTI I GURREY

TEL O 1 370 =

PLLftBE HUfPLV ....

MQUNVAlN 1>MR«S*C untth

1 TELEPHONE FOR INFORMATION)

tLlMlNATF \JItlJ MANS. -

INLL. V** I ADDREBB.
LrrHAwiv \

•< leans the airofsmoke, polkn,dust,and bacteria \
' •Turns'hcav/air into bracing air-makes you lecl

more alert, more al ive •Forhome oroffice,nightor day.

•CxKtsonlyapeniivav\eektorun!
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S-C MACRO ASSEMBLER

The S-C MACRO ASSEMBLER provides a new level of power and
performance for the beginner and professional programmer. A
total of 29 commands include an EDIT command with 15
sub-options, and there are 20 Assembler Directives including
conditional assembly and macro generation.

The S-C MACRO ASSEMBLER operates with any Apple II with at
least 32K of RAM and a RAM card version is included allowing
source files of over 32,000 bytes! Source files can be
assembled directly in memory or can be linked from disc and
object code can be stored directly to disc as binary files.

The size of your program is limited only by the disc space
available. Source files are stored and retrieved using a
high speed technique, but standard text files from other
assemblers can be read directly into memory for assembly, or

you can keep a library of subroutines to load anywhere
within a source file.

The S-C MACRO ASSEMBLER is supplied on a standard DOS 3.3
disc. Neither the disc nor the files arc protected.

The S-C MACRO ASSEMBLER supports all DOS and monitor
commands. The assembler and editor are co-resident. There
are no modes and no changing between command levels; all

commands are instantly available.

* COMMANDS:-

MEW, LOAD, SAVE. TEXT. HIDE, MERGE
LIST, FIND, EDIT, DELETE, REPLACE, COPY, RENUMBER
FAST, SLOW. PRT ASM, MGO, VAL, SYMBOLS
AUTO, MANUAL, INCREMENT, MEMORY, MIMTR, RST, USR

* ASSEMBLER DIRECTIVES:-

.OR origin .EQ equate .DO do

.TA target assembley .DA data .ELSE else

.TF target file .HS hex string .FIN finish

.IN include file .AS ascii string .MA macro

.EN end program .BS block storage .EM end macro

AVAILABLE AT: £60.00 excluding VAT, £69.00 inclusive from

ELITE SOFTWARE COMPANY
2 ALMORAH ROAD dealer enquiries welcome
HESTON
MIDDLESEX TW5 9AD
01-572-0453
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THE WILDCARD

MAKES BACK-UP COPIES OF PROTECTED SOFTWARE
QUICKLY AND EASILY, WITH 1UST THE PUSH OF A BUTTON.

New software locking schemes have rendered even the latest

generation of nibble copiers virtually unusable. The bit

copiers often require complicated parameter settings, much
patience and great effort to use. More often than not the

results arc disappointing. The WILDCARD is different.

Rather than copying disks track by track, WILDCARD ignores

the disk and any copy protection encrypted on it. Instead

the WILDCARD takes a snapshot of memory in your computer.
Now you can make back-up copies of protected software with

the push of a button.

FEATURES:

* Hardware copying device ... push button operation.
* Copies any 48k (6502) core resident program.
* No complex parameters are necessary.
* WILDCARD lives in any slot.

* WILDCARD is undectable by software.
* Produces autobooting disk in 2 minutes.
* Copies are standard DOS 3.3 disk format.
* Copies most programs.
* Copies even the bit copiers!

REQUIREMENTS: 48K + any 16K RAM card + disk drive.

AVAILABLE AT: £99.00 excluding VAT, £113.83 inclusive from

Pete & Pam Computers SBD Software Microsource
New Hall Hey Road 15 Jocelyn Road 1 Branch Road
Rossendale Richmond Park Street
Lanes Surrey St Albans

BB<* 6.7G
0706-227011

TW9 2T3
01-948-0061

Herts
0727-72917

In case of difficulty contact :

ELITE SOFTWARE COMPANY,
2 ALMORAH ROAD, HESTON,
MIDDLESEX TW5 9AD
01-572-0*53
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Chairman $ Corner
by Nor«fa Arnold

On TVieeday, October 26th, John Sharp, Jim
PanKs and myself set off on a prearranged
visit to Apple UK. The building was eacy
enough to recognise, with a huge Apple
logo sign outside. Even while parking the
car, one couldn't heLp noticing the
numuei oX cars around with two or three
Apple stickers on the windows.
After a few minutes watt at iccepLion
while we were fitted our. with visitors'
badges, we were taken through an
impressive open-plan office section where
several replendent tur coate draped on
the backs of chairs confirmed the visible
air of affluence.
Cherry Uatret, Publicity Director for
Apple UK, soon made us feel at ease and
we settled down for an exchange of views
and opinions. How many members did BASUG
have now? How were the local groups
doing 7 Ae 1 listened to John Sharp
answering these queblions 1 couldn't help
thinking that perhaps Apple users ware of
less interest to Apple UK than non-users.

After all, BASUG membcra already own a
machine and unlikely to buy another Applf
II in the next few months, whereas the
general public outside BASUG can be
regarded as potential Apple buyers.
Even so, Cherry soon made it clear that
Apple arc willing to be of help to BASUG
In several ways- If things go well BASUC
may be able to use the training room at
Apple UK, furnished with about thirty
Apple II's, for a meeting or a
programming course. This would obviously
be a very interesting venue.
Why didn't Apple have a stand at the PCW
show? Cherry's answer Lo Lhis question
gave us an insight into the costs which
Apple have to bear If they decide to
attend a chow. If they attend , they
cannot get away with doing Lhlngs 'on a
shoe-irring', so they are bound to
calculate which shows will be the most
profitable to them and plan to attend
those.

On the whole, we had a very amicable
meeting and plan to keep in contact in
the future. It can only be of benefit to
both BASUG members and Apple UK, if a
friendly relationship ic established and
maintained between ua.

*************
* CELEBRATL CHRISTMAS *
* with our FREE OFFERS **«***«*#*»**«

12" GREFN MOM I TOR

MFMQREX 5 1/4" DISCS onl V £7<?

only £16.4? (box a* ldl
t FREE Library Case

DISC DRIVE with CONTROLLER £329 OR DISC DRIVE without CONTROLLER-i^M
PLUS

** FREE Box of 10 Plemorox Discs **
AND

** FREE Disc liame (wide choice in stock) **

10% OFF ALL BOOKS
in stock VAT EXTRA PRINTER PRICES

lower than ever !

!

264, Preston Road, Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 OPV
TEL: Q4—9Q8-3636
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SOUTHALL WORKSHOP

The one-day workshop in Southall was our
first in Lhe London area. The production
of a map certainly reduced the grumblco
of our first arrivals, complied with the
Birmingham event. A number of people
arrived at 9.00 a.m., eager not to miss a

thing.
First on the agenda was sotting up the

systems room- There were about a dozen
systems up, some In the Visicalc corner,

others around the room. Fran Too coon had

the Vislcalc clinic going, and this
lasted until a lata lunchtlme.

Meanwhile in the main lecture room, Ian

Trackman was giving a talk on 'Good

Programming'. This attracted people with

a wide degree of experience, from those
who had done virtually no programming to

those who had their own views on what
makes a good program.
The systems room was a hive of activity,

with Hal Computet* showing a Haid Disk
system with a built-in tape back-up, and
a plotter which used felt-tip pens to

draw graphs and pie charts. Elsewhere
much interest was being shown in the
'Arcade Machine' package which a member
had brought hack from the U S of A. Have

you ever tried Calaxlan with 'I opposing
players at uppusite ends of the screen?
it certainly looks an interesting
package. How about a review, somebody?
By popular request, Ian's talk carried on
alter Lunch tor another hour- At the end
we had three more names for the Machine
Code course 1n Decemhpr. There Is

obviously a need for a course on Basic

for Beginner*. We'll Lry to arrange one
for the New Year if there is enough
intcreat.

In the afternoon, Peter Tuivan gave a

talk on data compaction techniques, some

of which were used in the Computer

Scrabble program which Peter has wriiLen.
The techniques Included those that simply

encoded the letters more economically
than S-hit ASCII and also those that

depend on the fact that in any language,

letters tend to occur only In certain

combinations. For example, q Is almost
always followed by u, eo it is therefore

possible to teplace 'qu' by another code.

Peter also gave us a demonstration of his
Computer Scrabble program, which many of

yuu may have seen at the PCW show.

In the second systems room
representatives of The Use One were

demonstrating this much talked about
ptugran on the Apple and on the Tandy.

There was lively discussion around their

machine all afternoon.

Our last scheduled item was a review of

the Vista and Mountain Hardware Music

systems by John Holloy. The Vista card Is

much more Limited In terms of the range

of sounds that can be produced, and In

the timbre and pitching of the voices (of

which It has 9). The Mountain Hardware

music was very lmprc3olve for the range

of sounds and instruments that It can

produce, it being possible to change the

Instrumentalon after a pelec has been

entered . Have you ever heard anyone

playing Lead Cymbal? It was clear that

the Impressive sounds heard were not

produced without a good deal of hard work

and thought.

At "j-OO p.m. we started to pack up,

although some were obviously keen to

carry on.

It was altogether a very full day with

something for Apple users of most

interests- Some people went to all thir

talks, some stayed in the systems room

all day. One group arrived with a list of

questions about various aspects of

hardware and softwere and a pile ot work

to be done. Otheis came with no

particular plan except to meet with other

addicts.
Itianks to all those who came, and

especially those who helped by giving

talks or demos, took entrance money, or

kept an eye on the Literature Library

which had been brought along.

FOR SALE
CE Termlnet 300 Printer. Utter quality,

30 chaiacteis per second serial input.

New machine, 110 volt version nuppl led

with transformer. Will print up to 118

characleis wide. Complete with very

extensive (and expensive I ) service manual

and cover. £250.00

Epson TX 80B dot matrix printer. 80

characters per second and graphics
capability- Friction drive version.

Parallel (Centronics) Input. Hardly used

and In excellent condition. £250.00

Apple II Pal Colour Card £35
Modulator to enable TV to be used as

monitor £10
Appleplol disc £5
Applewrlter I disks and handbook £10
Books: "Beneath Apple DOS", £5; "What

Where In the Auule", £5; "Applesoft
Datatile Programming", £5. ALL AS NEW

Ring P.N. Thurley '
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MERLIN and S-C MACRO

A Comparative Review uf Two New
Assemblers

by Ian Trackman

What. the world of micro-computing needs

is software editors- Before you rush,

fingers tingling, to your keyboards In

order to become the next Information

technology millionaires, let me explain

that software editors are not programs,

but a speMAl breed of people.

Probably the biggest mistake, which can

be aecn wherever you turn in the field of

personal software, is to confuse coding
with programming. Coding, when done

properly, ensures that the computer

carries out Its Instructions correctly.

Good programming, on the other hand,

acknowledges the existence of human

being* and recognises that the computet

Is their slave (or tool, It you prefer)

and no: theli master. In a word, a good

program must be "user-friendly".

A software editor's task is to help a

software writer rn transform his

brilliant ideas into a commercial

product. The editor represents the

eventual user ot the program. He must

make sure that the program does what the

user Is likely to want it to do, that it

work3 properly and that the entire

package is usei-f i lendly. Ideally, he

should understand the subject-matter of

the program, its programming language and

the operation of ttw computer on which it

will run. He is independent, diplomatic,

persuasive, reasonable, creative,

devlslve (to find unexpected bugs),

nit-picking, logical, objective and able

to eusuie that all documentation Is

written in a clear, grammatical and

interesting style. My hero is indeed a

rare animal.

What does this have to do with a review

of rwn assemblers ? The answer Is that

one of them shows evory sign of nor

having been edited.

The S-C Macro Assembler is written by Hob

Sander-Cedci lof and published by S-C

Software Corporation. Tt Is sold in the

U.K. at £60.00 (plus VAT). The package

consists of a disk of software, an

instruction manual and a relerance card.

Merlin's author is Glen Bredan. For
16.9.95 (plus VAT), Southwestern Data
Systems provide a disk of software and an
instruction manual but no reference card
(an irritating omission - but more about

that anon).

I looked first at the two manuals,

starting with S-C Macro. Its cover boldly
claims - "Makes assembly language

programming on the Apple as easy as

programming In BASIC". That opinion Is

printed in quotation marks, which

suggests to me that it is taken from an
independent review and yet nowhera was it

attributed. Perhaps some-one who doesn't
even know the difference between
programming and coding prefers to remain
anonymous ! It's a ridiculous claim and

totally unjustified.

Having heen annoyed on page 1, I then
turned to the next page to t ind an Errata
Sheet containing 23 corrections to the
manual, a mixture of serious omissions

and spelling mistakes. A hour or two with
my heroic editor would have cured that

problem.

The manual begins by explaining how this

Assembler is, in fact, the latest version

of S-C Corporation's earlier offerings
and points out all of its new features.

Since I haven't used the previous
versions, I wasn't particularly
Interested. However, if I had written

programs with the previous version, this
would have been helpful.

Chapter Two Is called "Tutorial". In four
pages, it contains only the barest

rudiments of hov to use an editor /

assembler. I doubt Its value to a novice
machine-code p-rograramer . It also

mls-dcscrlbed the assembly process-

Subsequent Chapters deal with source

programs, commands, directives, operands,
macros, 6502 opcodes and Sweet 16. Five

appendices cover memory usage ^ error

messages, printer software, cusLumlslug
and a bibliography. One of the appendices
summarises the functions of the 6502

opcodes. This would be very helpful to a

newcomer to 6502 assembly language.

Merlin's manual contains eight sections
relating to Merlin itself, together with

a further four sections dealing with the

other programs / routines which are
included in the package. There Is also a
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section entitled "Product Information",
which comprises a series of adverts for
the company's other products. Uk« S-C
Macro it has a number of unnecessary
typing errors.

To their credit, both assemblers provide

the programmer wllh a comprehensive range
of commands, moro than sixty in S-C Macro

and more than eighty in Merlin. I spent a

day working with each assembler in order
to write this review and, in that time, I

needed to keep referring Lu their manuals
tor the correct syntax of the many

commands. And that is where both products

come 1n for criticism. Both publishers
appear have overlooked the fact that

after the first read- through, a

programmer will want to turn quickly ro

the right page to check, oay, the

;;. 1 1 .h ..(-; r: - of a cuiiwiaud 01 the causes of

an error message. Although most of the

required information was available in the

manuals, neither provided a quick wny ro

find it. S-C Macro at least had a
reference card. The text of Its manual is

badly set out (8 lines to the inch is

very difficult to scan). At one point, I

forgot how to leave the S-C Macro
assembler. 1 looked in vain in the Index
under "BASIC", "quit" and "exit".
Although better set. out, Merlin 'a manual
doesn't even have an index. Time and
again, I was forced to thumb through its

pages or read the Contents pages until I

found the reference that I needed. My

editor hero wouldn't have allowed that to
happen

.

Having grnmhled about both sets of

documentation, 1 then took a look at the

software. Both assemblers are
significantly more advanced than Apple's
own DOS Toolkit Editor / Assembler (which
L reviewed in Hardcore of March 1981). To
allow for moro space for source files,
Merlin use* an (obligatory) RAM card. S-C
Macro makes rhf choice oprlnnal. Using

its RAM card version, S-C Macro told mo

that It had $8600 bytca free for my

source code and label tables. Meilln

reported S76O0 tree bytes, inreresr l ngl y

,

the Toolkit offered $7700 bytco with

BASIC IntJtct - probabLy because the

editor and the assembler need to be

loaded separately into memory and the

A<taemMy profess must he done via the
disk, all of which saves space but is

very time-consuming.

Both assemblers provide a macro
capability. This means that standard
procedures, such as routines to output
text from within the uocr'o program, need

only be written once and can then be

called up, using local parameters, each

time that the procedure is needed during
assemble. With Merlin, you must remember

not to assembly the macro directly (you
have to pnr DO FIN around it). S-C doe*
this automatically with its ".MA" and
".EM" commands. You can force Mei 1 in to
skip macros by altering its configuration
parameters and I would have preferred
this option to havej been the defaulr
condition. Both assemblers al low macron
to be expanded or repressed in assembly
listings.

Both asssemblers include Sweet 16 opcodes
and useful notes on how to use them.

Merlin, S-C Macro and the DOS Toolkit all
owe their origins to an early prototype

called TED*. Consequently, both Merlin
and S-C Macro have a number of facilities
in common, even chough the relevant
command syntax is slightly Hlfferenr. 11051

and the Monitor arc freely accessible.
Both systems offer memory management,
printer driving, tabbing, searches (with

wild cards), formatted listings,
replacement, line editing, data
definitions, arithmetically based
expressions, USR access, conditional
assembly, source-file linking, rtlrerr

assembly to disk for large flics,

edit-time expression evaluation,
80-column displays and use with
lower-case chips. In fact, most of the

standard facilities chat you would expect
from serious, useful assemblers. Source
files can be saved and loaded quickly in

binary format or loaded and saved as

text-files for transfer to and from .other

editors / word-processors.

I didn't like S-C Macro's use of line
numbering in its editor. Lines of code
are actually assigned a unique
line-number, rather than having a
floating" number which is re-deftned
after additions and deletions. Although a

fast and versatile re-sequencer and
auto-numberer are included in the editor,
there is no "move" command, only a "copy"
CMerlin has both commando). That reouits
In having two lines of code with the
samp-line number until the renumboror is

used. It also caused an error when I

Lried to copy a section of code to within
itself. Except for the advantage of

showing my program's structure by block
numbering, I could not see any real

benoflt to balance the inconvenience of

this system.

S-C Macro offers local "re-usable" labels
so that you can use, for instance, ".1"
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a Loop pointer over and over again in

programs Instead ul having to Llilnk up
new iabeis tor, eay, different loops

(loopl, loop2, loop3, etc.). Depending on

your point of view, this feature either
forces you to enter blocks of code at the

collect point (good) or creates confusion
with duplicate label names (bad), tn any
event it save space in the symbol table.

Merlin's psoudo opcodes arc three-letter
mnemonics, whereas S-C Macro uses
two-letter codes preceded by a lull-stop.
It is useful to have directives which are

obvious as such but ir_ Is harder to

remember - and understand - a two letter
code e.g. ".EN" rather than "END".

Provided that you don't re-use the RAM
card Merlin will stay there if you return
to BASIC. Merlin changes the DOS "INIT"

command to "AS5E" and uses the INIT

command interpreter area in DOS as a way

of switching from BASIC in order to

re-connect itself (on the RAM card). You
have- to add at least one character - "M"

is the obvious one in this case - as a

pretence file name. It's a useful trick
to bear in mind for other applications
where you want to put a program on the
RAM card and then call it with a DOS-type
command from BASIC. I couldn't find an

easier way of switching back to S-C Macro
from BASIC.

Merlin's manual said that a range of line

numbers had to consist of two numbers. In

fact "LIST ,100" hut nor "LIST 100,"

worked in the same way as in BASIC. In

addition, "." lists from the last range
given and "/" lists from the last line

listed.

S-C Macro allows the expression relators
"< - >" whereas Merlin offered "! .

&"

(meaning F/)R, OR anH ANn). T thought rhar

S-C Macro's BASIC- like expressions would

be of more use and certainly more
understandable in a listing.

1 did some rough-and-ready bench-marking.
Using one of my existing programs, I

obtained the following very approximate
rlmp-8

To find a string at the end of the file i

DOS Toolkit - 15 seconds
Merlin - under 1 second
S-C Macro - under 3 seconds

To find all LDA's :

DOS ToolkiL - 17 seconds
Mori in and S-t: Macro - U seconds

To change all LDA's to XXX
;

DOS Toolkit - 25 seconds
Eletllii and S-C Macro - 7 seconds

To assemble my program :

DOS Toolkit - ovei 1.5 minutes
MerLin - 30 seconds

S-C Macro - 27 seconds.

Both assemblers allowed me to enter the

"NEW" command (to erase the current file

in memory) without asking me ro verify

the command . Naughty !

Merlin wouldn't accept more than 64

characters in a line. Assembly language
programs should be liberally eommenred

and this restriction meant that I had to

keep breaking comments up Into two or

more lines. Furthermore, since it is

possible to enter over-length linea in

the editing stage, the error only becomes
apparent at assembly time. Even then, I

would have like a muie helpful message
than "BAD OFERAND".

i had trouble in both assemblers with
lower-case. S-C Macro wasn't flexible
enough and worse - a bug - It failed to
differentiate between upper- and
lower-case in ASCII strings (the bug has
been fixed in laLer versions of the
package). Merlin deEaulted to lowcr-coee
mode at the beginning of eveiy new line -

fine for a wnrri-proreesor but not for an
assembler.

S-C Marro is not protected. You can take
four back-up copies of Merlin.

Up to this point, I have tried to balance
good and bad points between the two
assembler* And they come out about even.
However, Merlin scores over S-C Macro
with its many additional "fringe"
commands, «uch as "1NV", "FUS" and "REV"
for inverse, flashing and reverse order
text. "CHK" creates an asspmhl y-rlme
check-eum and "AST" creates a row of
asterisks. I call these "fi Inge" extras
as they Add ro Merlin's flexibility. On

the other hand, they arc not glaring
omissions from S-C Macro's repertoire.
One neat idea rhar I liked about Merlin
was the semi - automatic update option on
assembly. It allows you to revise the
version number of your source tile just
before assembly starts.

To ditterentiate between the two
packages, I need to refer back to my
champion, the software editor. Apart from
my grouse about its documentation, Merlin
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has been well thought out, is

user-friendly and didn't give me
unexpected or unwanted results from my

commands.

S-C Macro Is poor in this respect. A
software editor would have made sure that

It was properly presented and as bug-free
as possible. As it stands, it has

numerous defects and cannot match up to
Her Lin. Even in the short time that I

used it, I came across a host of
prohlems. Auto- and manual 1 Ine-numherlng
work inconsistently. Lower-caoe mode wao

bugged (as mentioned ). Any Key oilier than
Y or N abort* the "replace" routine.
Shift M doesn't work properly in

lower-case mode. Aur.o-llnp numbering
isn't rc-oet after an assembly. There to

no "DDB" or "DW" dlrecLive, only M .HS"

(hex string) and it won't accept

delimiters between pairs of bytes. Unused

labels are not flagged in the symbol

table. And there were more.

One last point to be made io that both

packages contained extra "goodies". There

were sample macros and Library routines

on both disks. In addition, the Merlin

package Includes a 70-column display

routine, a listing formatter and a

disassemblei and a routine to produce a

commented source listing of Applesoft. I

understand that a source lloting of S-C

Macro is also available (price

approximately JC60.00) and S-C Macro

Cross-Assembler on 6800/ 6801/ 6802/
6809/ Z80/ 68000 (each priced at approx.
£30.00).

Conclusions - Both assemblers are, for

the aerlous programmer, a significant

Improvement over the DOS Toolkit. Merlin

is well-written, well-produced and does

Its task admirably. Subject to the

reservations mentioned in this review,

and to the need tor an obligatory RAM

taid I strongly recommend it. S-C Macro

needs a thorough "wash and brush-up" if

It is to present the potential purchaser

with a real alternative to Merlin. It is

also more expensive- (I understand that

it sells in USA for §80, the extra

consisting of shipping costs and import

duties.)

I am grateful to Mike Glover of Leicester

Computer Centre (Merlin) and to Mike

Haidwick of Elite Software Co. (S-C

Macro) for letting me get my hands on the

packages.

BASUC MEDICAL SIC

by Alick Elithorn

The Steeling CommiLtee of the Basuc
Medical Sis which consists of Cordon
Jameson (Secretary), Bob Simons
(Trasurer) and my«elf as Chairman
together with John Bushman and Gordon
Flannigan as Committee Members has met
and drafted a Constitution and discussed
possible activities. We recognised the
difficulty of getting the members of a
small group together from distant parts
of the country for meetings and one of
the functions ot tho SIG will be to help
members organise local groups and local
meetings. We thoughr

,
therefore. It would

be helpful to hold a meeting of the SlG
to discuss and plan further activities
Immediately after, (i.e. at 5.30 p.m.)
the Apple Medical Forum which Di . D. G.
Jameson Is organising, at the Middlesex
Hospital on 1 /th December.
This meeting which is sponsored in part
by Apple UK will be a repeat of the very
successful one held last January.
Essentially the aim is to enbable all
those interested in using Apples in

medical applications to meet, discuss and
learn about what la going on in the
medical field. Participants will be

encouraged to demonstrate their own
softwAre and anyone interested in
attending should get in touch with Dr.
D.G. Jameson of the Physiology Department
at the Middlesex Hospital, Cleveland

Street i London WlP 6 DP. The fotura tuna
from 10.00 to 5.00 p.m. and there is a

registration fee of £18.00 which includes
lunch, and overnight bed and breakfast,
before- or after the meeting, is available
for £10.00. The BASUC SIG meeting after
the Forum is open to anyone Interested
whether or not they are participating in
the Forum.

In spite of the problems the Steering
Committee recognised the need to organise
national meetings and Gordon Flannigan
has kindly agreed to arrange the first ot
these at Newscastle at a date yet to be
arranged but some time in March or April
next year. I would be grateful iff anyone
willing to OLgaulse a meeting in Scotland
or the Midland* In the latter part of
next year would get in touch with me.



54, Robin Hood Way.Greenford, Midclx. UB6 7QN

MOT
just another Apple bit copier

PUT LOCKSMITH BACK ON THE SHELF! SNAPSHOT IS THE BACKUP SYSTEM THAT

REMOVES COPY PROTECTION FROM DISKS, AND COPIES MOST PROGRAMS THAT
NO BIT COPIER CAN TOUCH - INCLUDING THE BIT COPIERS THEMSELVES!

Have you noticed? Copy protection is getting so sophisticated that many new programs can

defeat the bit copiers, or can only be copied after hours of trial and error. But SNAPSHOT
will copy any program, in any language, that runs on a 48K Apple II (except for programs

that use a 2 80 card or that repeatedly access their own disk while running). For example,

SNAPSHOT will copy every bit copier now sold, in less time than it take* you to read this

paragraph. SNAPSHOT is a peripheral card that uses your Language Card to interrupt a

running program and dump the entire contents of 48K and registers to an unprotected

backup disk. Unlike bit copiers, SNAPSHOT requires no complex parameter changes or

trial-and*rror Tedium. SNAPSHOT is also ideal for debusing your own programs or

analyzing others' programs.

FEATURES:
- Faster and easier to use than any bit copier

- Copies 13-sector programs to 16-sectur disks

- Can repeatedly interrupt and resume ninnlng any program you want to

study or beck up

- Full monitor capabilities to examine, modify, trace, stngle-step, or

disassemble an interrupted program

PRICE: £95.00 inclusive} - discounts on quantity orders.

Please make cheques payable to Dark Star Systems.

Tel.: (01) 900 01041 IProp.: S.L.Johnson
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Printing low Resolution Graphics

by Philip Dolt

A number of printers have a bit
addressable graphics (node which wll

1

print a dot pattern corresponding to th&
1 bits of the ASCII code of the
transmitted character., I.e. che non-zero
bits selectively trigger the wires of the
print head.
Therefore it is possible to define
"colour" strings which, when printed in
this way, will simulate the monochrome
display "colours of an IRC display. The
simulation will noL be exact as the VDU
display contains "toggled" dots which
cannot be matched by a printer, but this
la also the case wlrh some HGR displays.
The procedure lo to define an array of
"colour" strings using actual characters
or the CHR$ function, scan the LRC
display using the SCRN function and then
print out the dot pattern corresponding
to the colour of each block of the
display- This approach would allow easy
reversal of the display, a left to right
translation or a rotation through 90

degrees if requited.
tn practice there are some problems.
I£ nothing is done to stop it, the Apple
will force a dot pattern corresponding to
CR, LF and "space" Into the print at odd
Intervals and, in each case I've tried,
Pnper Tiger 4a0, Epson MX-100 and Hfl 99c
the instructions given in the printer
manual had to be modified to stop this.
In fact the Paper Tiger routine still has
two defects. The bit pattern of an LF Is
printed at Che aUct w£ each line and a
CR, LF "space" Will be forced It there is
a continuous horizontal strip of printing
with no gaps In ll.

Thp second problem is that, the more
versatile your printer, the more control
characters it Is able to rpcognlso and
the likelihood increases that a byte
intended to print a dot pattern will

activate another printer function. Not
all of the printer's control characters
will be active In the bit addressable
graphics mode but it was a problem,
particularly with the Epson routines.
The liating shown is for a facsimile
print for the Paper Tiger using a 6 x 7

dot array for each LR block. If the
routine is to he lifted more than once tho
string array should be dimensioned and
defined in the program Initialisation
section.

In facL I find it more suitable to use
this process to print various hatchings
rather than attempt to match the VDU
display and use 6x6 arrays nf dors as
these butt together to give continuous
patterns.
The operation of the printer wires, etc.
varies from machine to machine and I've
Included brief notes for the three
machines with which 1 have used this

process .

1 ) Paper Tiger o40

The Paper io not one of the best machines
for this process as the vertical
alignment, at least on our machine, is

not good

•

There is a flicerl vertical rah nf 6 dots

so only six wires con be used. The bit
code is interpreted as bit 0, top wire tn
bit 5, 6th wire. I.e., codes in range

to 63 can be used.
? ) Epson MX-100
The vcrticaL tab can be controlled. The

manual says that eight of the nine wires
can be activated but l have not been able

to persuade the Apple to send a character
with the 8ch. hit set. T imp the flrsr 6

bits which allows the same range of

values as for the Paper Tiger but these
are interpreted in the reverse order i.e-

blt activates the 8th wire, bit 5 the
3rd wire.
Tho Epson can also be set into the double
density mode which gives very sharp

prints and could be used to simulate
toggled dots of the VDU display.
3) MPI 99G
The vortical tab can be controlled.
Only six of the seven wires can be
activated but bit 6 has always to be sec
to I, thus RivinR a range of codes from
64 to 127.

The bits are Interpreted as bit 0, bottom
wire to bit 5, second wire.

1000 St = CHRt (O)l DIM Ct(15)s REM
'COLOUR' STRINGS

ARRAY
1010 L*(0> = St + S* + St * S* *

S* • 5* + S*:C*<1) - "*" S
* t + St + "*" +- st + •»

I02Q Q*<2) = C*<1);C*(3> = "?M +
S* + "?" + S* +• + St + "

?":Ct<4> - "*" i S$ t +

5* + "#" + S4 *- St
105O L"t<S) = "*#**#«»": Ct <e>) — '*?

" t 5* i "?" • S* * "?" + S*
+ »*»

1040 Lt<7> = Ct(3):Ct(B) - Ct < 1 )

i

Ct<9> - "»"
I G* I

•'?•' + S*
"?M St + •"> "
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1050 C*(10) - C*<5) :C*(I1) = C*(S
> :C*( 12) = "V" + S* + +
S* t "?» + S* * S*

1060 C*(13> = C*(9) :C*(14) C*(6
> :C*( 15) - "???????"

1070 PR# 1: PRINT CHR* (3)
L080 FOR J = (J ID 39
1090 FOR K - O TO 39
1100 PRINT C*< SCRN( K„J));
1110 NEXT Ki PRINT CHR* (3) | CHR*

CU>|S PRINT CHR* (3)i CHRS
( 13)

;

1120 NEXT J: PRINT CHR* (3); CHR*
(2): PRtt O

1130 RETURN

1000 DIM C*(15): REM DD I

S DOUBLE DENSITY FLAG, 0N=1
1O10 A* - CHR* (0>:B* = CHR* (6

3):C* - CHR* (42) : D* = CHR*
(21) rb* = LHR* (36)

1020 F* - CHR* (9):G* - CHR* <1

8>;H* = CHR* (54): I* = CHR*
(B)

1030 J* - CHR* <17)sK* = CHR* <

34) !l* = CHR* (20): fit = CHR*
(1)iN* - CHR* (27)

1040 0* - CHR* (24) ;P* = CHR* (

4R):Gl = CHKS (33) :R* = CHR*
(3>iS* - CHR* (6):T* - CIIR*
(12) :U* - CHR* (45)

1050 C*U>) = ft* 4- ft» + A* + A* 4

A* + A*
1060 C* ( 1 ) B* + B* + B* + B* +

B* 4- B*
1070 C*(2) = B* 4- ft» 4- B* f A* *

R* 4- A*
1<.J80 C*(3) - C* + C* * C* 4- C* +

C* 4- c*
1090 CI (4) = (J* + U* + C* + D* +

C* + D*

i ioo r$(S) = o* * P* 4 Q* 4- R* 4-

S* + T*
1110 C*(6) = T* + S* + R* + 0* +

PS 4- 0*
1120 C*(7) - E* 4 E* 4 E* + E* +

E* 4 E*
1130 L*(y> - h% + A* + ft* + B* 4

A* < A*
1 140 C*(9) = C4 4 A* 4 C* 4 ft* 4

C* + A*
1150 C*UO> - I* + I* + I* + B» +

I* 4- I*
1160 C*(ll) G* + B* + G* + G* +

B* + G*
1170 C*(12) = K* * L* * I* + L* *

K* + M*
1 180 C*(13) = O* 4 F* * Q* + P* 4-

0* + T*
1 190 C*(14) = N* 4 H* + U* 4- N* 4-

H* + U*
1200 C*(15) = H* 4 H* 4- A* + H* +

Hi + AS
1210 IF DD THEN GOSUB 1340
1270 PR# 1

1230 PRINT CHR* (27) | LHK* (6b)
5 CHR* (6>i

1240 PRINT CHR* (27>i"U°
1250 FOR J = O TO 39
1260 FOR M * O TO 1 + 2 * DD
1770 PR TNT CHR* (77); CHR* (75 +

DD); CHR* (120); CHR* (OH
1280 FOR K - <20 - 10 * DD) * M TO

(20 - 10 « DU) » JJ * 9 * 10 *
<1 DD)

1290 PRINT C*< SCRN( KPJ))|
1300 NtXl
1310 NEXT s PRINT CHR* (13)!
1370 NFXT ! PR* O

1330 RETURN
1340 FOR J - O TO 15:L* «

1350 FOR K. = 1 10 7:L* = L<* + PUD*
(C*0>,K,1) * HID* (C*M),K
,1): NEXT

1360 U*(J) = U«
1370 NEXT
1380 RFTIJRN
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Tabby Cat

by Philip Bnlr

If a printed CATALOG listing is used as
pare of a disk management system it Is
inconvenient to have to press a key every
22 items and irritating that th«ra is no
left margin to allow easy filing of the
hard copy.
Both of thpflp minor problems can be curQd

by use of the routine listed below.
Thi> necessity for a key proas Is removed
by POKlng an RTS, (%), Into
SAE34, (44596), Ref, "Bag of TttekB" p6-9,
"Beneath Apple DOS" p7-3.
Tabulation of the CATALOG llsLlng Is

carried out by using an alternative to
GOUT aa output routine in two places,
$ADB4/5 and SADE6/7, (44468/9 & 44518/9),
which sets the horizontal cursor position
before using COUT. This routine Is

patched Into An unused area of DOS at
$BA69,<',7721>. The 1 END routine' resets
DOS to normal operation.
The memory dump trom $BAb9 ohowa how the
routine works.
The routine could he made Into a
permanent DOS patch (Rcf. Beneath Apple
DOS, Ch. 7) thus requiring only the
POKE'S r.o 444fifi/9 and 44518/9 to activate
it but I prefer to leave the unused area
for other temporary patches.

2999 REM
***** MODIFY DOS FOR PR

INTING *****

3000 POKE 44596,96! POKE 4 44 68.

1

05 = POKE 44469. 186: POKE 445
18,105: POKE 44519,186
FOR J - 47721 TO 47740: READ

1= POKE J, I i NEXT
3010

HAT A 141.128,186-165,36.201
,
O, 208 4, 169,5, 133, 36, 12

8, !BO;>,;>37,?53,96
2550 REM

***** END ROUTINE *****
2560 POKE 44596,206

23/: POKE 44469
» POKE 44-468,
f 253: POKE 44

318,237: POKE 44519, 253
BA.69- 8D 80 BA STA *BA80
BA6C- A5 24 I.DA *24
BA6E- C9 00 CMP f«0O
RA70- no 04 BNF 4RA76
BA72- A9 05 LDA f*05
BA.74 05 24 GTA *24
BA76- AD 80 BA LDA *PA80
BA/9- 20 ED FU JSK *FULU
BA7C- 60 RTS
BA7D- AO 82 LDY £*82
BA7F B3 ooo
BA80- B3
BA81- AA CMP SAA
BAj83- AO 82 LDY £*82
BA85- CS B3 CMP *B3
BA87- B3 777
BA88- AA TAX

By Glon Bredon

MERLIN is morp than just an assembler it is an

extremely powerful macro assembler, with a sophisticate*)

editor
,
combined with numerous other files and program-

ming utilities into a truly remarkable package.

MERLIN ASSEMBLER
Besides having the common features you would expect,

allows such enhancements optional writing of object files

directly to disk, linking files to assemble source listings

otherwise too large to fit in memory at once. The source

listing can also use macro routines.

MERLIN will ie*J dnd wiite leal files ai well as binary

source files, and is often capable of using files yenemwj
on other assemblers with little or no adjustments. The
global search/replace function of ihe editor alw makes j|

easy to change oseudo ops that may have been peculiar

to the other aste-mbler.

Additionally MERLIN supports SWEET 16 op codes as

well, and the manual includes a short tutorial on this

subject tsy Steve Wozntak. co-founder of Apple Computer
Inc in addition the MERLIN assembler, package also

includes:

SOUHCtHOK:
I his generates pseudo source enrte from raw hinary data.

MACRO LI9RARV:
A library of commonly used macro definitions and

fundamental operations.

SWEET 16 SOURCE:
A source code foi a tfanspoiuble SWEET 10 interpreter,

usable even witliuut ihe Inteyei iion-Auto Boot ROM.
AHPLIrSOM SOURCE'
It you have Applesoft in HOM or LANGUAGfc CAKU,
you can use utilities included in the MERLIN package to
create a fully labelled and commented listing of Applesoft

BASIC.
MERLIN requires a 48K Apple, with language or RAM
card. MERLIN is compatible with most 80 column cards

and supports upper/lower case entry, including the one
wire shift key mod and commercial lower case devices,

£49.95 * V.A.T. (inc. P & P)

computer centre limited
67 Regent Road, Leicester LEI 6YF.

Tel: 0533 556268
tL

and S©fv>c©
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pci^ccil pogcb
DISK DIRECTORIES FROM WITHIN UCSD PASCAL

PROGRAMS

by C Brandon Gresham Jr.

Quite often when I am running a program I

will want to see what files ace on the
rtlsks currently on-line. This Is

relatively easy under Apple DOS but It

wasn't. Intuitively obvious to me how to
do It under the Pascal Language system. I

knew that the dir««tpiy wa» on the dlska
1n an orderly fashion. 1 also knew that,

given a little effort, once I knew that

order, I could arrange to see all che
information my heart desired - about the

files on the disk, that is. However,
aince T have a thousand and one projects
going I kept waiting for someone to tell

me what the missing magic command was.

I still don't know what that magic
command is. but I ran across a program
fragment In the December issue of the
Apple-Dayton Newsletter (Dayton, Ohio)
which had all the Information I needed on
the order of information in the
directory.
As a result I sat down and created the

program which le listed here. In reading
the listing you should notice:

1 ) The constants are set for an
Apple running UCSD Pascal and using
5" drives. Notice that the last
rnnsranr DTR BLK tells you where to

look for the directory.
2) The type declaration for

D1R_ENTRY describes what is tound
for each entry In the disk
directory. There are two types of

ontrlee that oatiafy nine different
file types, viz. the CASE statement.

3 ) In both the SORT and CRINTJU
procedures a pointer la used to
simplify the coding and - since thia

la Pascal - making It easier to
fol low.

4) One item which will repay study
and which should be tucked away for
future use, ie the 'unltrcad* at the
beginning, of the PRINT_IT procedure .

It employs a pointer to designate
the array and it demonstrates that a
type Identifier la a valid parameter
for the S1ZE0F function.

In opM-Atlon the program prompts you tor
the unit number of the disk drive which
haa the disk you want to see the
directory of. If you are like me and
switch constantly between CP/M, Apple DOS
and Pascal it takes some effort to
remember that unit 11 is the 3rd disk
drive under UCSD Pascal. So, the program
provides you with All those equivalences.

After you give the unit number the
program rewards you with a number
alphabetically-sorted listing of the
flies on the disk similar ro 'E(xtended
directory List' under 'FCller 1

.

When you are through, the program exits
'gracefully* to the operating system.
The program io easily convertible into a
procedure or unit. It Is one nf my
favorite utilities and I include it in
most programs that I write.
If you don't want to type the program in
yourselt, send a program (or two?) or you
own. on disk to me and get this program on
disk in exchange.

Randy Gresham : Legal Counsel
Saudi Arabian Parsons
PO Box 167
Yaubu al Bahr
Saudi Arabia

PROGRAM LIST_DIRECTORY(
( This program reads the directory of a Pascal disk from within >

f a program. Apple-Dayton Newsletter, Dec 81, John Matthews, MD >

< Totally overhauled by C. Brandon Sreeham, Jr., 31 Dec 81 >

C Constant* are s»t for APPLE 1C+ running UCSD Pamcal >

< using 5 1/4" disk drives >

const MAX_DIR
MAX UNIT -

V_ID_LENG -

T ID_LENS
F~BLK SIZE-
DIR_BLK

77i
12(

7i
15i

512
(

2j

< Maximum number o* entries in a di rectory.

>

< Maximum number of "units" >

{ Number of characters in volume ID. >

< Number o* characters in title? ID. >

< Standard disk block length>
< Disk address of directory )
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type DATE - packed record
MONTH i 0..12| CO implies date not meaningful >

DAY i 1 . 31

|

YEAR i 70. .100 < 100 is temporary disk flag >

end j

DIR_RANBE - O..MAX_DIR| ( Number of entries (files) in directory >

FILE_KIND - (UNTYPED, XDIBK, CODE, TEXT, INFO, DATA, GRAF, FOTQ, SECUREDIR) | f

DIR ENTRY - record
FIRST_BLK s integer

|

LAST.BLK i integer

|

case DF_KINDi FILE.KIND of
UNTYPED, SECUREDIR . (VOLUME i string CV_ID_LENG3

;

BLK_COUNT,
REC_COUNT

,

ZER0_BLK i integer

i

LAST_B00T i DATE>

;

XDISK, CODE, TEXT, INFO,
DATA, GRAF, FOTOi (TITLE i str i ng CT_ID_LENG3

t

LAST_BYTE I 1 - . F_BLK_SIZE|
ACCESS i DATE)

end;
DIRECTORY - arrayCDIR_RANGE3 of DIR_ENTRY,

var I i integer;
DIR i ^DIRECTORY)
COUNT i DIR_RAN3E|
HEAP i ^integer*
UNIT_NUMBER i l..MAX_UNIT|
MONTHNAME i arrayCO.,123 of strlngC31;
INDEX i flirray E D IR_RANGE 3 of DIR_RANBE|
CH,CH1 i chari
FLAG i boolean;

procedure GET_UNIT_NUMBER;
begi n
read (CH>

|

if ord(CH) <> ord('l') then
case CH of

'4'
f
'5','9' ! begin

FLAG :» true;
UNJT NUMBER ord(CH) - ord('O'),

end;
end | < case >

if ord(CH) - ord(T) then { should use else instead here >

begin
read(CH>j
CAM CH Of

'2' s bi_
FLAG i- true)
UN1T.NUMBER «- ord(CH) - ord<»0"> + 10|

end;
end* < case )

end; ( else >

endi< GET_UNIT_NUMBER >
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jjruL.dure INITIALIZE)
begin

MONTHNAMEC 03 I- 'N/A'p < impliea date not Meaningful >

MONTHNAMEC 13 i- ' Jan 9
% MONTHNAMEC 23 i- ' Feb ' | MONTHNAMEC 33 l

MONTHNAMEC 43 i - ' Apr
'

j MONTHNAMEC 53 I" ' May J MONTHNAMEC A3 i

MONTHNAMEC 73 i- 'Jul * i MONTHNAMEC 83 i- ' Aug * | MONTHNAME C 93 i

M0NTHNAMEC1O3 I- * Oct ' | MONTHNAMEC 113 I- ' Nov' \
MONTHNAMEC 123 I

endi

procedure sort)
< Shell «ort directory indirectly via 'index' array >

var JUMP,
TEMP,
M, N I DIR.RANGEj
ALL_D0NE I boolean!

begin
for I i- 1 to COUNT do INDEXCI3 i- I|

JUMP i- COUNT -1|
while <JUMP>1) do
begin

JUMP i- JUMP div 2|
repeat
ALL DONE i- true* < Arnmumv it is in order already >

for M i- 1 to <C0UNT - JUMP) do
begi n
N I- M + JUMP|
if <DIR""C INDEX CN3 3 .TITLE < DIR^C INDEXCM3 3. TITLE) then

begin { Entriee out of order, awap i ndicm >

TEMP i- INDEX CN3|
INDEXCN3 i- INDEX CM3

|

INDEX CM3 I- TEMP;
ALL_D0NE i- falee < Swap required >

end | < if }

end ] I f or >

until ALL_D0NE
endj < while >

end|< SORT >

procedure PRINT_IT|
begin
page (output!

i

una tread (UNIT_NUMBER f DIR", ai xeof (DIRECTORY) ,DIR_BLK)f
C N . D . A type identifier in an acceptable

parameter for the 3IZE0F function. >
wri tel n ( f #' , UNIT_NUMBER, ' i » * , DIR~C03 . VOLUME,

'

t

'

)

J

wri teln;
writtlnCNR. START LENGTH DATE FILE TYPE')|

COUNT I- DIR^r03.REC_C0UNTj
SORT |

for I i« 1 to COUNT do
begin

with DIR~CINDEXCIJJ do
begin

if (length (TITLE) >0) then
begin

write(Ii2,'_' t

TITLE,
'

' s 1B-1 ength (TITLE)

,

first_blk7 3,' ',

(LAST_BLK-FIRST_BLK> i3,
'

*

,

ACCESS. DAY i2,' ',

MONTHNAME CACCESS . MONTH 3 I 3 ,
' '

,

ACCESS. YEAR i2.' Mi

- 'Mar'

|

'Jun'p
- ' Sep'

|

- 'Dec 'i
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case DF_KIND of
XDISKi write <

' BAD BLOCK* )

|

CODE i NriteCCodt file')|
TEXT i writeCText file')|
INFO i writer Info?????' ) |

DATA i writeCData file')i
GRftF i write('BRAF?????')|
FOTO i write CFOTO?????' )

3

•nd|<C#«»» of file kind>
writelnp

endi {if. .th»n>
•ndj<with..do>

•nd| {for. .do)
writelnj
writeCHit <RETURN> to continue »Jj
CHI 1- *m' 9

while <CH1 <> ' ') do re«d(CHl)j
end|{ PRINT_IT>

procedure SCREEN_PROMPTj
begin

repeat
page (output)

1

FLAG 1- false)
gotoxydO, 6);

wr-iteC For which volume do you want the directory ? ' ) j

gotoxy ( 14 t 10) ;

writtC 4i Boot disk drive (slot 6, drive
gotoxyU4,I2>i

2nd disk drive (slot 6,writer Si
gotoxy (14, 14) ;

writeC ?i
gotoxy (14, 16)

;

writeCiOl
gotoxy(14, IB)

;

write( '111
gotoxy(14,20)

i

write( ' 12:

gotoxy (14,23)

j

write ('Type "E" to E(nd proces
gotoxy (60, 10) 1

GET_UNIT_NUMBER|
if CH 'E' then FLAB 1- truei

until FLAG
«ndiC SCREEN_PROHPT )

5th disk drive (slot 4,

6th disk drive (slot 4,

3rd disk drive (slot 5,

4th disk drive (slot S,

ing. ' )

1

drive 2)

drive 1)

drive 2)

drive 1)

drive 2)

begin { PR03RAM LIST_DIRECTORY >

mark (HEAP)

|

new(DIR)

1

INITIALIZE}
CH 1- 'O'j
repeat
SCREEN_PROMPT|
if (CH <> 'EM then PRINT_IT|

until (CH - 'E»>|
page(output) |

rel ease (HEAP)

j

end. {PROGRAM)
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Visicalc Corner

by Frances Teo

ThU l« the first of what I hope vtil be
a regular corner with tips on using
VUlcalc. Whether or not it will be

regular depends un you, the leader. 1 can
waffle on for hours telling you of traps,

etc, that I have fallen into but I want

to know your prohl-ems sn that I can help
you in c pooitivc way, oo plcaoc ocnd

your letters post haste.

One of the most frequent complaints 1

hear ts rhar Vlsl-r.alr. rannor print the

formulae that you have in your model.

However, if you have yards of. paper and

some spare time you can print everything
that is in your model. /SS.Sl will send

your printer Into a frenzy and you off to
maka a cup of coffee. All labels and

formulae with their grid references
starting from the bottom right hand

co-ordinate will be on your yards of

paper (yards because Visicalc prints ihe

content of each cell on a new line).

DIF files are the ideal way to tie
separate models together when you do not
have enough memory to do everything you
wanr In one file. Arrange the information

that Is to be transferred in exactly the

way it is to appear on the other model.

With the cursor at the top left hand

co-ordinate of the section to be
transferred press /S£S. You are then

prompted for the bottom right hand
co-ordinate of the section in question.
After this you are asked whether yon wanr

to save it by row or column, this should

be obvious if you look at what you are
transferring. When you give a file name
it is useful to include the letters DIF
at the end of the name so that you do not
confuse it with a standard Visicalc file.

After Visicalc has saved the file clear
the screen and load in the model to whlrh

the information is being transferred.
Place the cursor in the top right hand
co-ordinate of the section where you want

the information placed, press /S L, give
the file name and state whether you want
the fila loaded by row or column. In a

few seconds the Information will be in

rhe new moripl and you arc ready to
continue working. One ot the manv ..boo

for DIF files is to transfer monthly

halJtnces through to the next month so

that you may have year to date haUncas.

In the next ediLion of Hard Core we shall

be discussing how to plan and construct a
model.
One last thought, I had a phone call
recently from someone in need of advice.
She found It was very time-consuming
redoing her model each time she wanted to
use it. When you have finished creating a.

model save it as a Master copy and when
you have entered data in it save it under
a totally different file name. This mean*
that you always have a fresh copy of your
model ready for use.

AUTO WARNING

The short article taken from the IAC and

reprinted in HARD CORE, August 1982,

which describes a modification to add

Auto Repeat on your keys gives a warning

that It voids your warranty note. For our

part we have to add that it could void

your Apple, so don't do it! Apparently it

can damage your encoder card.

"Give your Apple

a present

this Christmas"

Buy 4 RAM expansion card fnr ynut Apple
dm Christmas, and enjoy ihe benefits
yourself in '83.

I6K RAM expansion card £59.95 + VAT
64K RAM expansion card £160.00 * VAT
128K RAM expansion card £299.00 + VAT
256K RAM expansion card £459.00 + VAT

12 month warranty. Prices include POST # PACKING.

FREE DOS Relocate Software wilh all

cards.

FREE DOS Pseurin Disc and PASCAL
Re-loratp Software wjth &4K and above.

Dealer enquiries welcome'.

Visicalc expansion software available - tend for details

EalKSHfll
computer centre limited

67 Regent Koad. Leicester LEI 6YF. Tel: 0533 556268
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IjPOK! ... A NEW NAME
HCippkZ ACCESSORIES

it An items fully guaranteed for one year Immedi
Free postage anc packing on an orders 4 Many mcl

BUSINESS SOFTWARE INC. VAT
Celcslar (CP/Ml (80 column spread sheet)

59.00

67.85

dBase II (CP/Mi

349

00 401.35

Osia Factory 5.0 (many new flatus)

157

OD 180.55

Data Star (CP/M)

122.00

140.30

0.6. Mailer (version 3.02)

119

00 136.86

DO. M«let slitiitics

58.00

68.70

Master utilities (links with visi's) 5B.00 66.70

DeskTop Plan II

105

00 120.75

Giephmagic (bar graphs, pie charts, etc!

47

00 54.05

Mathemagic

47.00

54.05

PFS FiNny system (new unproved)

68.00

78.20

PFS Graph

68.00

78.20

PFS Report

53.00

60.95

Superset (CP/MJ

75.00

86.25

Versaluim dorm generator in Pascal)

199.00

22885

Vuiutc(Mwnrsion)

105.00

120.75

Vtsicatc expander (use with 32K/128K
cards)

53

00 60.95

V.s,calc utilities

34.00

39.10

Visidei

122.00

140.30

Visifile

132.00

151.80

Vtsipac Icalc/trend/tile)

378.00

434.70

V.siploi

99.00

113.85

V.sischedule

155.00

178.25

Visiterm

5900

67.85

V.sitrend/plol

15500

17655
WORD PROCESSING
Apple Speller (very last prool reading)

45.00

51.75

tofeWtitffll

'280

82.80

Torm Letter (use with Super Text II)

58.00

66.70

format 80

275.00

318-25

Leiter Perfect

87.00

100.05

Ma.lmarge(CP/M)

55.00

«J25
Pie Writer (40/80 columns)

78.00

88.70

Screenwriter II (70 col w/out 80 cot card)

62.60

71.88

Super Tin II 85.00 97.75

Wordstar 301 (CP/M) (enhanced features) 135.00 166.26

Zsidax

139.00

169.85

GAMES
Beer Run (Sinus)

16.95

19.49

Connon ball Blitz (Online Systems)

16.95

19.48

Choplrfier IBiodertund)

16.96

16.49

Epoch (Sinus)

16.96

19.46

Flight Simulator ISublogic)

16.95

11.48

Knights of Oiamondluee with WtwrdJry)

18.95

21.79

LaH Pak (Online Systems)

1

6.95 11.49

Minotaur (Sinusl

16.95

1849
P.nball (Sublogic)

18.95

1949
Pool 1.5 (Innovative dfljrp.fi 16.95 19.48

Swashbuckler (Delemost)

16.95

1949
lawala's Last Redoubt (brodarhund)

16.95

19.49

Ihe Prisoner (Edu Ware)

14.96

17.19

Threshold (Online Systems)

16.95

19.49

T.me Zone (Online Systems)

43.75

50.31

Wizardry (Sir Teeh Software)

24

95 28.881

ZoiklHIMocomV 219b 26.24

PRINTERS
Diablo 630 WO) 1295.00
Epson MX80T-3 (up to 132 col Shires) 299.00

Epson MX80FT 3 (at above & friction

324.00

350.00

drive

Epson MX82FT|very hi res

Epson Mx1Q0fT3 (100 cps

carnage) ..* 429.00
Mannesman Tally MT 120 (160 cos) 365.00
Nec 8023 (100 cps. 1 36 col & prop.

spacing) 3

Silcn type & interface 1

Corona TPI (at last a low priced)

o'auywhMl) 429.00
Tec Starwriter FP1500 (25 cps) 650.00
PRINTER INTERFACE CARDS
CPS Mullifunction Card (inc teal tima

clock) H9.0O
Oigitek Printmaster (BASIC/CPM/PASCAL) 69.00
DigitekRS232 (BASlC/CPM/PASCAL) 70.00

Grappler graphics lEpson/AnedeVCen/Ptig) ... . 98.00
MBP 16K (Epson 16K buffer) 96.00
Wizard 16K Buffer & graph.es mteriace 149.00

60 COLUMN CARDS
Smarterm (very cool running, many
'"turesl 182.00

Supee-R-Tatminal 182.00
U-lerm (incshilt mod. & lont editor) 129.00
VidM Enhancer II 83.00
vide* Softswitch (40/80} 19.95
Vtdex Utility Disc (mc lont editor etc) 24.45
Videx Videoterrn 163.00
Vmcalc preboot disc (80 col with videx) 32.00

MONITORS/COLOUR CARDS
Uioitek Colour Card (excellent colour on TV) .... 87.00
Microvitec colour monitor 264 00
Microvitec colour catd (uu with above) 35.00
Sanyo 12" Graan Screen 105.00
Zenith 12" Green Screen (very good value) 89.00
GRAPHIC UTIUTIES ft MUSIC
3 Supergraphics 23.00
Artitt Designer 33,00
Digisorve Card (512 « 612 & 64k Ram) ... 375.00
E-2 Draw 3.3 (excellent graphic utility) 25.35
Gralorth (test 3D utility plus music) 43.00
Graphic package Sublogic (detailed 3D pack) ... 64.45
Higher lexi II (many tfifl lonis. sites, coli) 21.95
Pascal Animation 34.00
Pilot Animation Toole 34 0O
venawnttr (graphic digitised 1t£oO
Veriawrrter Expansion software 23 00
Zoom Gralix (loom in on hi res screen)

. . 2395
Alf Music System (9 voice) 8500
Fcho II Speech Synthesiser 1 25.00
ElecttlcDuet(rreatM2psrtmusic| 18.95
Music Machine 9 Voice (Viite) 79.00

Music Svstim (Mountain Computar

18 voice) 21100

1489.25

343.05

372.80

412. S5

493.35
419.75

3%g5

493 35
747.50

136.85

79.35

80.50

112.70

110.40

171.35

209 30

209.30

148.35

95.46

22.94

28.12
187.45

3660

100.06

303.80

40.25

120.75

10235

26.45

3736
431.25

29J4
49.45

74.12

25.24

3810
39.10

26.46

27.54

87.76

143.76

21.79

90J6

24266
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Zappla Sound Effects* Music Board

UTILITIES

Aw (Applesoft Command Editor) 3155
Aplus {Applesoft struclui«d Basic) 18 95
Assembly- ling. Dev. (6502. Z80 or 8080) 75 00
Big of Trick* 20.45
Beck Imp II* (bit copier) 48 00
B.ES.T. (Enhanced Sollweie Tool) 23 95
Build Using (Provides 'prim using*

command)
. ?3 95

Oekin 5 (12 utility programs) 4700
Disc libmy line. CP/M & Pascal) 33 95
Dos 3.3 Tool Kit 39 O0
Edn Soft tpovwful macm line editor) 18 95
Fast DOS 1945
Global Progrim Lint Editoi (suppoiti

80 coll 34 50
Image Printer Epson (flexible hi-ies dump)

32

00
Lisa (Assembly lanj dev. systtm) 5100
Lisa (Educational system) 70 00
List Master line, smart renumbering) 23.95
Locksmith 4.1 {bit copier lot rnosi disci) 81.00
Merlin Mecio Assembler (editor & militias) .... 42 00

Pnntoorapher (supports almost any printer) ... 27.95

Quicktoeder 15.96

Speed Sur (compiles 1200 lines par mini ...... 76.00
Super One Copy III 20.00
Super Krim 87.00
laic Compiler (runMi vary largo programs)

. . . 95 00
Ihe Inspector (disc snooper, needs 16k card). 35.00
Ihe Routine Machine (mech. lino routines) .... 34.50
SYSTEM fcXPANSIQN
16KRjmcardD»gitek (with dos mover) 75.00
t6KRimcardRamei b'b.00

16kRamcardSanrem 55.00
32k ftameard Saturn 129.00
128KRamcardtSalum) 299.00
128KRamexcarf 245.00
Clip on Ian line uparaie power switch) 44.00
Cool stKk (holds 2 drives & monitor . Ian} 66.00
DOS upgrade kit (3.2 to 3.3) 36.00
f-1 Pan (game socket ixtandwl .11,45
Keyplut Numeric Keypad 83.00
Romplut Card in K/B filter 119.00
The Mill 8809 with Pascal speed up 189.00
VCEipamJ-80 (up lo 145K Visicalc &
80 COl) 8b 00
VC Expand FUm« (loads 138k wti in

20 JKl 4000
Z80 cart U-micio (eard only)

.
73.00

Z8Q card Microsoft (CP/M (Mbailc)
. 179O0

Z-uri line CP/M & Supntaic) very gonfl

value 1 751 on
LANGUAGES
Apple Logo (available at lisi) 115 00
Apple Pascal 145 00
ABPl. Mot 7900

56.00 64.40

2«4
21.71

86.25

21 52

46.20

11

M

27 64

54 05
39,04

44J5
21.71

22 37

3968
36.10

83.25

27.64

70 15

48 30

32.14

18.34

86.25

23.00

100.06

109.26

40.26

39.88

86.26

74.76

63J6
141.36

343.86

281.76

60.60

74.75

41.40

13.17

96.46

136 85
217.35

74.76

45.00

83.B5
205.15

132.25

16675
90 86

Cofanl 80 (CP/M)
forth II (imager only)

Fonran 80 (CP/M)

Transform (lull tioatina ooint Forth)

37500 43128
3900 44.85

103 00 118,45

68 00 78.20

I Plea
I COUC

Please make your order by completing the
coupon and returning to us - or you can
phone DAVE or SHERIDAN

0274 575973
and your enquiry
will receive a

friendly and
speedy response David Sheridan

PACE-SOFTWARE-SUPPLIES
Rose Bank, 130 Clayton Road.
Bradford BD7 2LY. West Yorks.

Pfease rush me the following items.

C P

1

1

1

2

3

A

5

TOTAL

/ eriwunc my cneque iti

PACE SOFTWARE
(Export licence arranged)

Name

Address.

Town

County

Postcode. Tel. No.

HC2/!J
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DOUBLEDOS REVISITED

By Colin Richardson

John Sharp's DOUBLEDOS article in the
October, 1981, issue of Hard Core
demonstrated a way of changing between
DOS 3.2 and 3.3 without having to re-boot
each time. However, it does have the
slight drawback that It requires over
4.5K of memory. The method which will he
described below reduces the amount of
memory used to 2.25K plus about 160 byLes
in page three. Tr also allows FID to be
used on both DOS 3.2 and 3.3 disks, so
you can copy programs from one format to
the other without having to use MUFFIN or
DEWUFFIN.

The original DOUBLEDOS program maintains
copies of the RWTS routines for both DOS
3.2 and 3.3 in addition to the RUTS which
is currently being used by DOS, and
copies the appropriate one to DOS when an
fi. commjinrt is issued. However, it is only
really necessary to keep a copy of Uie
RWTS routines which are not currently in
us=e in addition to the ones actually
being used, and this U where DDOS makes
its saving in memory. The method to be
described assumes a 48K machine.

INSTALLING DDOS

The first thing to do in to get a copy of
the DOS 3.2 RWTS routines onto a DOS 3.3
disk, and this is duite as follows. Bonr
up the DOS 3.3 System Master disk, BRUN
BOOT13 and boot a 13 sector disk (e.g.
the BASUG Introductory Disk). Rnter the
monitor with a CALL -151 and move the
RUTS routines down to $900 as follows :

900<B700.BFFFM

Savp rheae routines on a DOS 3.2 disk by
typing

BSAVK RWTS 3. 2 , A$90U , L$900

Now re-boot with a DOS 3.3 disk and
MUFFIN RUTS 3.2 across to the DOS 3.3
disk.

The control program, which changes DOS
versions, is shown In Itsring 1. This
program runs at S300 but ie loaded higher
up in memory along with the RWTS routines
and a loader program. Enter the monitor
again and type in the hex code from $300
to S39D. AUo type in the hex code shown

in listing 2, from $803 to $839. Now move

the control program up to $83A by using

83a<300.39DM

Finally load the DOS 3.2 RWTS routines

from the DOS 3.3 disk :

BLOAD RWTS 3.2

and eave the complete program with

BSAVE DDOS,A$803,L$9FE

USING DDOS

To use DDOS, J«M rype BRUN DDOS. The
RWTS routines will be stored above the

DOS buffers out of harm's way, and the

control program is stored in page three.

62 will now select DOS 3.2 and 63 will

selert DOD 3.3. If the & vector becomes

disconnected, a CALL 768 (or 300G from

the monitor) will reconnect it.

The alternative way of changing DOS

versions is by the use of CTRL-V. A CALL
862 (or 35EG from the monitor) will alter
the I/O hooks so that a CTRL-V changes
from one version of DOS to the nther . The

current version is displayed in the top

right hand corner of the screen. Each

time a character is printed on the screen

via the normal COUT routines, the DOS
version Is written to the Lop right hand

corner and this means that the speed ot

any screen output is sLightly reduced,
but this is hardly noticeable. If this

worrier, you, it is possible to alter the

program so that the DOS veisluu is only

written each time a carriage return is

priatcd. This DOS version indicator will

appear to flicker as Llie screen display
scrolls, but this is quite normal. When

CTRL-V U in use, &2 and &3 will also
causie the version indicator to change-.

Since the use of CTRL-V requires the use
of the I/O hooks and slows down the

screen display, it is probably o good
Idea ro use the & commands under normal
circumstances. However, the main
advantage of CTRL-V is that it allows FID
to be used w»rh horh DOS versions. First

BRUN DDOS, issue a CALL 862 to allow

CTRL-V to be used, and then BRUN FID. All
rhp oprions of FID work with both DOS
vercions, including Space On Disk, which

gives the correct figures for used and
free secrors on DOS 3.2 as well as 3.3
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disks.

To use che Copy Flies option co transfer
programs between DOS versions, select the

DOS version for the source disk and then
selerr rhe FT!) Copy option. When asked to

insert destination dick 'and press any

key, press CTRL-V and Llils will change
DOS versions - it will not be recognised

as a nyimai kcypiess. Now pieas another
key to continue rhe ropy.

HOW IT WORKS

The method used is basically the same as

thar described by .Tohn Sharp In his
original article. The loader program
simply moves the RWTS routines up in

momory from $900, where they are loaded,

to $9400, and then moves the control

program to page three. The DOS buffers
ore then moved down In memory using the

method described on page 7-3 of "Beneath

Apple DOS". Thia is done so that tho RWTS

routines are hidden away from DOS and any

BASIC programs, and It means that they

will not be erased by an KH or an INT.

The start of the control program sets up

the ampersand vector to point at the

COMMND loutlne which Interprets &
commands. SWAP is very much like the

monitor's MOVE routine, but it swaps two

ranges of memory over rather than simply

copying a range ot memory to a new area.

It Is used to exchange the RWTS- routines
when you changp DOS versions. The 10SWAP

routine beginning at S35E eets up the I/O

vectors to dlveit Input and output via
NKfc'YlN and NCOUT respectively. NKEYIN

looks for a CTRL-V and if it finds one It

changes DOS versions. NCOUT first output*
the character in the normal way and then

piiuts the DOS version number In the top

right hand corner r»f rhp screen. Note

that if you want to disconnect the CTRL-V

option you should type IN£0<RETURN>.
l
>Ki:0<KblUKN>. Also note that to reclaim

the memory used by the non-current RWTS

routines you should re-boot the system.

Apologies co Richard Wilday whose nurry
flowchart was printed in the lact Hard
Core without acknowledgement. It was
Richard Wilday that did it, hut he asked
me not to bother mentioning it.

Systems

«The Building Suite»

C®n 3/timating (Package)

* Automatic pricing

* |aa/y definition of
calculation/

*per/onali/ed
quotation/

*£55

U/er /ervice/

*<Son/ultancy

Software development

*fln/urance

For Details
^rite to &&9m<mQ

2 aye cio/e

Warpenden

Wert/.

?el. 05827 5IOO
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source file: ddos
0035: 1 YSAV1 EQU 435
00361 2 CGWL egu 436
003c: 3 All Fflll *3C
0042: 4 A4L EQU 442
oo&i; 5 CHRGET EQU 400B1
03ea: 6 REGSET EGU 403EA
03F5: 7 AMPRVEC EGU 403F5
9400: 8 RWTS? EQU 49400 ; NON-CURRENT RWTS
vcff: 9 END EQU 49CFF JEND OF THIS RWTS
B700 ! 10 RWTS EQU 4B700 IPOSITION OF RWTS IN DOS
FCB.4t 11 NX1A4 EQU *FCB4
tdoc: 12 RDKEY cau 4rD0C
fdib: 13 KEYIN EQU 4FDIB
fdfo: 14 C0UT1 EQU FDFO
oooo: 15 *
oooo

:

16 *

NEXT ODJCCT TILC NAME IG DDOG.DAGUG
0300

:

17 ORG 40300
0300! 18 MSB OFF rCHRGET CIYES HIGH BIT CLEAR
o:ioo

:

19 *
0300 : Ail 07 20 LDY •407
0302IB9 oc 03 21 SETUEC LDA JMPINST ,Y
0303199 F5 03 22 5TA AMPRVEC i Y
o3oa:88 23 DEY
0309110 F7 21 BPL SCTVEC
030b:ao 25 RTS JSET UP « VECTOR
Q30CI4C OF 03 26 JMPINST JMP COMMND
030Fi 27 x
03of: 28 x
030FIF0 14 29 COMMND BEQ EXIT ;no character after &
0311 :48 30 PHA ISAVE CHARACTER
0312720 Bl 00 31 JSR CHKGET J TIDY TXTPTR
0315! (SR 32 PI A J RESTORE CHARACTER
031 A : C9 32 33 CMP t'2 ;DOS 3.2 NEUUIRED ?
0318:D0 30 31 BNE CHECK3 ;no
031A: AD 9C 03 33 LDA TEXT1 ; WHICH DOS IN USE ?
03id : cy fc-2 36 CHP #4B2 I IS 11 3.2 V
031F :fo 34 37 E:EQ EXIT ! YES i DON'T SWAP RWTS
03?1 i AO Or 38 SWAP 1 DY *»0fl
0323 :B9 55 03 39 SWAP1 LDA TBL-1 »Y t SET UP A1-A4 FOR A MOVE
0326S99 3B 00 10 STA A1L-1.Y
3?9 :oa 41 DFY

032AID0 F.7 42 BNE SWAP1 ! LEAVES Y~*00 ON EXIT
032CiBl 3C 13 SWAP2 LDA <A1L> »Y
032e:48 44 PHA
032F!B1 12 45 LDA <A4L) ,Y

0331191 3C 1A STA <A1L) ,Y » SAVE PRESENT RWTS
0333:68 4/ PLA
0331191 12 48 STA <A4L> ,Y t AND REPLACE IT WITH OTHER VERSION
0336120 E:4 FC 49 JSR NXTA4
033V:90 Fl 50 fctCC BHAPZ
033B!AS> 9D 03 51 LDA TEXT2
033FI4R -17 PHA
033FIAD 9C 03 53 LDA TEXT1
0342J8D 9D 03 5-1 STA TEXT2
0345:68 55 PLA
Q346I8D 9C 03 56 STA TEXT1 J CHANCE VERSION INDICATOR
0319160 57 RTS
034A:C9 33 58 CHECKS CMP '3

031c:do 07 59 DNC EXIT I CHARACTER WAG NOT 3
03ie:ad 9C 03 60 LDA TEXT1 I WHICH DOS IN USE ?
0351 IC9 B3 61 CMP •4B3 ; 18 XT 3 .3 ?
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IX 4>l BNE swap J NO, SO SWAP OVER RWTS
0355160 63 EXIT RTS
0356:00 94 61 TBL DW RWTS2 J START OF RWTS TO BE MOVED
0358:FF 9C 65 DW END JEND OF 1HX.S KWTS
035a:oo 94 66 DW RWTS2
035r.: nn Ml*R7 67 DW RWTS ;DESTTNATION FOR RWT32
035E! 68 *

03OE! 69 *

U35E ! AO 03 70 l_DY 4403
0360IB9 6C 03 71 IOSWAP LDA CSWT&L t Y
0363:99 36 00 72 STA CSWL.

Y

0366 i ya 73 DEY
03671 10 F7 74 BPL IOSWAP J CHANGE I/O VECTORS
0369 :ic FA 03 75 . IMF" RFflSFT

036CJ70 03 76 CSHTBL DW NCOUT ;new uuui
036E!85 03 77 DW NKEYIN i tin i irrwTii

! NEW KEYIN
03/u

:

/« *

0370 120 FO FD 79 NCOUT JSR C0UT1 ; FIRST OUTPUT CHARACTER
0373:R1 33 BO STY YRAV1 JSAVF Y
0375118 81 PHA ; AND A-REC
0376IA0 06 82 LDY *i06
0378 1&9 96 03 83 PRVER LDA TEXT . Y

037D19? 21 01 G1 STA *0421 ,Y

037E:ea 85 DEY
037F! 10 F7 86 BPL PRVER I PRINT DOS VERSION
0381 169 07 FLA
382:A1 33 88 LDY YSAVI

0384:60 89 RTS JEXIT WITH A r Y INTACT
03851 90 x
0385:20 IB FD 91 NKEYIN JSR KEYIN
0388:C9 96 92 CMP t*96 J CTRL -V ?

038AIF0 01 93 BEG CHANGE I YES. CHANGE DOS VERSION
U38L:6U 94 RTS : RETURN WITH CHAR TN A-REG
03GDI20 21 03 95 CHANGE JSR SWAP J SWAP OVER RWTS
039o:rd 77 04 96 RTA 40127 J UPDATE SCREEN
0393:1c 0C FD 9/ JMP RDKEY JNLEU ANUIHbK KEYPRESS
03961 90 *
0396: 99 MSB ON
0396IC4 CF D3 100 TEXT ASC 'DOS 3.
03??;ao 63 AE
039CIB3 1U1 IhXIl DP B '3

039DIES2 102 TEXT2 DFB '2

*** successful assembly: NO ERRORS
3C AIL 42 AIL

034A CHUCKS Bi CHRGCT
36 CSWL 36C CSWT&L

0360 IOSWAP 030C JMPINST
U3H5 NKEYIN FCB4 NXIA1
03EA REGSET 87 RWTS
0321 SWAP 0323 SWAP1
039C 1 EX 1 1 039D TEXT2

35 vsavi 36 CSWL
Bi CHRGFT 0302 3ETVEC

0321 SWAP 0323 SWAP1
0355 EXIT 0356 TBL
0370 NCOUT 0378 PRVER
396 TEXT 039C I EX 11

3F5 AMPRVCC 9100 RWTS2

03F5 AMPRVEC 38D CHANGE
030F CAMMND FDF0 eouTi
9CFF END 0355 EXIT
FD1E: KEYIN 0370 NCOUT
0378 PRVER Fnnr. ROKFY
9100 RWTS2 0302 SETVEC
032C SWAP2 0356 TBL
0396 TEXT 35 YSAV I

3C AIL 42 A1L
030C JMPINST 030F COMMND
032C SMAP2 031A CHECKS
0360 IOSWAP 036C CSWTBL
0385 NKEYIN 038D CHANGE
03VD ILXI2 03EA REGSHT
9CFF END B700 RWTS
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SOURCE FILEi DDOS LOADER
003c: I AIL EQU 43C
031) 3

1

2 COLDST EQU 03D3
FX2CJ 3 MOVE EQU FE2C
noon: 4 x

NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS DDOS LOADER. DAGUG
0803: 5 ORG $0303
08031 6 *
0803!A0 08 7 LDY **0G
0805 *.R9 79 08 8 MOVE1 LDA MVT BL-1 ,

Y

0808199 36 00 9 STA A1L-1,Y
080 £188 10 DEY
oeocioo F7 11 ENE MOVEl J LEAVES Y=U0 HJK MUVE
080EI2Q 2C FE 12 JGR MOVE JMOVE RWTS UP TO 49100
081 1 : AO 08 13 LDY *4()R
0813 ; B9 31 08 11 M0VE2 LDA MVT&L2-1

,

f
0O16J9? 3D 00 15 STA A1L-1.Y
0819188 16 DEY
08ia:do F7 17 ONE H0VE2 I LEAVES Y-^00
081C;20 2C FE 18 JSR mow
081F:20 00 03 iy JSR *0300 JSET UP & VECTOR
0022IA? 93 20 LDA 4*93
08245BD 01 ?D Zl SI A tVDOl IhOVE DOS PUFFERS DOWN BELOW RWTS
0827MC D3 03 22 JMP COLDST iDOS COLD START
082AIOO 09 73 HWTBI DW 40900 ; START OF RWTS
082l:h> H 24 DW *UFF I END OF RWTS
0D2CI0O 0? 25 DW 40900 I START OF RWTS
ofi30 ; no 91 76 DM 491-OU ;i>b.S!INAHUN
U832: JA 08 2.7 MVTBL2 DW 40G3A ! START Or DOS CHANGE ROUTINES
0031107 08 28 DW 403D7 ;end
0836 :3A 08 79 DW 4083A ; s i AK

i

0838:00 03 30 DW 40300 ! DESTINATION

xxx SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY '. MO ERRORS
3C AIL 03D3 COLDST

0813 MOVE2 082A MVTBL
03D3 COLDST ObOt. MOVE 1

082A MVTDL 0032 HVT0L2

FE2C MOVE
0837 MVTRI 7

0813 M0VE2
FE2C MOVE

0805 MOVE1
3C AIL

(Editor: In case some of our newer Apple
users don't know see what the previous
article 1« nil about let me just remind
you of the problem. Very often you
buy a new ULsk o£ powerful software only
to dtsrover that it won't boot on any
machine you try. Panic, call up the
supplier only to hp rnlrf that there Is no
problem, all you have to do it boot the
system using the BASICS disk that came
with your system or BRUN BOOTii on the
Syotcm Master Disk. This will enable
software created under the 'old DOS'
ral Led 3.2 or 13 Sector - to run under
the new DOS - 3.3 or 16 sector. Without
going Into any more technical ltiea

?
lot.

me just say that the above procedure is
easy but a bit of a bore, and this is why
various merhorts have been devised to
enable software to run whatever the
format.

)

Apple Integer Basic Firmware Card for
sale. Complete with Programmers Aid ROM
and Manuals. As new £50.00
Phone Peter Blair «"..:

[
»,». Evenings or

weekends

Apple II Plus Disk Drive *
Controller, TV Modulator, Software,
books, mafts. £1000 o.n.o.

Bill Hallo "i
;

tfliv <t-;f
•

Apple II Pal Colour Card £35
Modulator to enabl* TV to be used as
monttor £10
Appleplot disc £5
Applewriter I rlisks and handbook £10
Books: "Beneath Apple DOS", £5; "What's
Where in the Apple", £5; "AppLesolt
Datafile Programming", £*. ALL AS NEW
Ring P.N. Thurley \l M
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Me can combine these operations to move one or

more characters from nne enrt of a word to
another'.-

Soon after starting to program in BASIC one

realises there are two types of variables -

numbers and 'strings' of characters. Rumbers can

be assigned to string variables, but they are as a

set of characters just like words, and do not have
any meaning as regards the position of the

number in the sequence as occurs with numerical

variables.

Applesoft has a number of commands to handle

strings. Integer Basic dues nul have as many.
There are a number of ways of getting round the

problems. Some of these are described in the

hook APPl/E II USERS' GUIDE, others are

outlined and used in the program "THE INFINITE
NUMBER OF MONKEYS" by Bruce Toydixini on
the hcrary disk 25.

In thp following I dn nnt prnpn^p to givp thp full

command structure in each case. The syntax is in

the APPLESOFT manual ot books like "APPLE II

USERS' GUIDE".

With these commands we can add strings

togetherl-

10 A* = "ABCD"
20 B* - "EFGH"
30 C* = A* + B$
«U PRINT C*

and C* will be printed as ABCDEFGH,

This process can also be useful in the addition of

"illegal" characters to strings which have been

input. APPLESOFT will remove leading spaces it

you try to type them in, and in some cases you
need them in another part of your program. This
can be accomplished by the followingl-

10 INPUT A*
20B*=CHR»(32)* A*
30 C»- " " A$

10 P* = "ABCD"
2Q G* = LEFT*tA*,l)

30 R* = P$ Q*
40 S* = RIGHT*<R*,4)

In practice this would be done in one expression

40 S*- RIGHTi(P*,3> + LEFT*<P*,1>

Normally, we would not necessarily know the
lpngth nf the string, as it could vary, or be the
result of an INPUT statement. There is another
command lu allow you to find the length of the
string A* - LENtA*). Now we can shift from one
end of any length stringl-

10 INPUT X*
20 Yi = LEFT*(X*,1>

30 It * X* + Y*
40 H = LEN(Z*) - i

50 W$ = RIGHT*(Z*,P)

Where might one use this? One place would be
the case as follows.

Suppose wp had a list of names and we wished to
sort them. We would normally do this on the

basis of the fust letter of the siorname. This
means we would store the surname as the first

word followed by the forename. However, as we
know from when BASUQ's membership database
was written like that, some people object when
they receive letters addressed to BLOGGS FRED.
One way to get around this is to switch the
strings around. We then make use of what is

known as a dplirniter — in this case the space
between the words, to know where to make the
split. There are two parts to this. The first is to
find the space and the second is to do the switch,

Finding the space is accomplished by means of
the command MID*. In practice this is done as
foliowsl-

BOTH lines 20 and 30 undertake this

manipulation in different ways. Other characters

such as V can be added in the same way.

We can remove them from the end of a string

10 At = "ABCD"
20 B* = LEFT* (A* ,2)

30 C* - RIG11T*(A*,3>
40 PRINT BS
50 PRINT C*

This will then print AB and then BCD. as the

values of B* and C*.

10 INPUT A*
20 FOR N = 1 TO LEN(A*>
30 IF MlD*(A*,N,n = CHR*(32) THEN 100
10 NEXT N
50 PRINT "NO SPACE!!!" 1 END
100 B*= LEFT*(A»,N-U
110 C*» RIGHT*(A*,LEN(A*)-N)
1 ?0 n*= C* " " + B4
130 PRINT D*

These various functions are vital for handling

strings. Some BASICs contain another command
called INSTR. This allows a target string to be
searched for In another string. This k especially
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ossful in tho eaeo of a question and answer
system, where one wants to trace a particular
answer in a hast of variations p.g. the string

"RABBIT" out of such possibilities as "A
RABBIT" or "RABBIT" or "RABBITS". This is
where APPLESOFT begins to look a bit long in

the tooth, Perhaps someone would like to write
in with a simulation of the IN3TR function, from
the string handling functions already present.

MID» can be a very useful in another context.

Sometimoc it can be a problem storing many
variables in arrays. The variables can be stored
in strings. The months of the year for example!-

10 YEAR*
"JANFEBMARAPRMAYJUNJULAUGSEPOCTNOV

20 INPUT "WHICH MONTH DO YOU WANT
(1-12V | A

30 MONTH* = MIDVYEAR*. «A-1) + 1 ), 3)

40 PRINT "THE MONTH IS \- "
I MONTHS

This is only of use when the substrings are of

the same length. There is a famous method of

inserting machine code into memory by using this

technique. Perhaps someone would care to write

about tho LAM routines for doing this.

by John Martin

A number of queries have been received about
EAMON disks, and we are now ahle tn deal with

the problems raised*

Li The Eamon Master disk (El) is required not
only to run Beginner's Cave " (on the same disk)

but also to run ANY other EAMON adventure
(disks E2-E6)
2. Some copies of the Master Disk are now known
to contain a faulty set-up program. Ynu ran
ascertain whether this applies to your disk by
LOADing and LISTing the program " The
Wonderful World of EAMON ". If you spot
nonsense within this program, return it for

replacement i

3. Otherwise, proceed as follows :-

a) Remove write protect tab from disk El

b) Run Master Disk program " Set up for 32K % if

you have 48K RAM.
c) RUN " The Wonderful World of EAMON
d) Follow the instructions on the screen

e) When prompted, either press 'C key for

Beginner's Cave on the same disk, or replace

with another adventure disk and THEN press 'C
key.

Happy Adventuring !!

We've opened up thi
whole country.
Ml
HJ

Wcllson House, Brownfield*.

Wnlu/yii Garden City. Herts.

Tel: Welwyn Garden <07Q73> 3 1436/7

Telex 298641

• Wt. SUPfLY NATIONWIDE
• Wt INSTALL NATIONWIDE
• MAINTAINED NATIONWIDE
• BEST PRICES NATIONWIDE
• LEASING SCHEMES

Ik- iQifr win-nfcowjnT.r.ritrp n.*-1«*i* *^,«iWm<. -.1
••/'.« >'— nMI""'' 1 *"rt'> • . ' n- - i-i

IOH1I1I " • •* urtVWl WINTU&AM*PTOPHEMU

• ASK FOR SERVICING
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EDUCATION COLUMN

THE MAGIC BLACKBOARD - REVIEW

by Norah Arnold

The Magic Blackboard 1b a 'join the docs'

drawing program by Jonathan and Gillian

Seagrave and Is intended for use by

physically handicapped children, mentally

handicapped people of all ages and normal

youngsters at pre-school and infant

stage.
When the first menu comes up, a choice is

given between displaying just pictures,

}uat words or words and pictures

together. Having made your choice, you

are then asked if you want the standard

display. If you reject the standard

display you are asked to make a scries ot

choices. The first of these asks whether

the picture is to be drawn using one

paddle button or two paddle buttons. If

the second Is selected then the button on

each paddle must be pushed alternately.

This would seem a sensible option for a

parent using the program with a very

young child or for two children taking

turns.

Next you are asked If you want sound. If

you answer yes, then the drawing of the

picture is accompanied by sound which ts

used in a manner which tends to add a

little excitement in the eyes, or ears,

of omall children. Each press of the

paddle button causes a note to be played

in a rising chromatic scale.

Colour choices come next; green ,
magenta,

white blue and red are available. The

next option is for tast or slow plotting

of tlte dots, followed by a choice of the

thickness of the line, from 1 to 9-

Having completed these choices and also

chosen, which disk to use, four cartoons

of animals are displayed on the screen.

One <j£ these four, rabbit, kangaroo,

tortoise or butterfly, can be used to

draw the picture. The chosen animal moves

from doL to dot pointing to the dots with

part of its body.

One can then choose to see the list of

pictures or words available, before

typing in the name of the chosen Item.

After a short wait the dots for the

picture are displayed accompanied by the

chosen animal 'pointing 1 to the first

dot. Pressing the paddle button cauocs

one line to be drawn in and the first

note to be played.

When the picture ui word is completed,

pressing ESC brings up another menu.

Lines can be added to the picture to

individualise It by fixing points and

then joining them with a line. Any of the

four animal cartoons can be placed on the

picture. The final picture ran be utlnted

on a Silentype or a Trcndcom printer.

This ability to produce Uie dtawing on

paper would be very important to

physically handicapped children who

cannot produce a drawing With pencil and

paper themselves.

The final menu lets you have another go

with the same choices, or with new

choices or see your last picture again.

Although this program has a very

structured approach and the role of the

child is relatively passive, I think it

has a definite place tor use by those

categories of people mentioned In the

first paragraph. If joining the dots

round words such as LADIES, UENT5, BUS

STOP and DANGER will help mentally

handicapped people cope with everyday

situations then it has made a significant

contribution.

I thought a faster loading routine

wouldn't come amiss; some of the waits

were a little long.
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readers 9

letters
Nunoaton

D«ar Sir...

I have a 48k machine with cassette. My
biggest problem is that nearly all trie

commercial software is only available on
disk and is often protected. Despite this

1 have managed to convert a large variety
of software thai, does not require disc
arc ess while running. However, I have
been unable to find an Apple as
(raoL a mini-asfiemhler type) which will
assemble source from memory into memory
(and therefore could be made compatible
with a cassette system). Since I now
write mostly in machine code I find this
a dlsLlnct disadvantage when trying to
write large (>lk ) machine code programs
and especially when trying t-o alter urna 11
portions of a program. The result io
often oloppy and not completely efficient
programs. I have heard that rhere Is a
cassette version ot the LISA assembler
for Apple but have been unable to find a

stockist. I would he grateful for any
solution to these problcmo.
Yours hopefully

Andrew Beveridgc

Dear Hardcore,
In the last issue ot Hardcore,

there was a cry for help from a 'computer
widow'. Many of the things said struck, a
rhord, and to cut A long story short, I

discovered that It was my wife who had
written it. Those who have rear! The
article will note that towards the end of
the article, she said that she would
rather compete with another woman, who
are wc mere men to argue?
Taking her at her word, I have now found
* new partner, and have left the family
home. LET THIS BE A LESSON TO ALL
WINGEING WIVES.

Yours etc.

AT LAST—A HIGH
PRECISION rr
COMBINATION"

"

JOYSTICK DESIGNED
SPECIFICALLY FOR
YOUR APPLE. ~T

Superb ntechanical and hardware featuresmake this ihc

most versatile and accurate analogue controller

available.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

IA itacXiny hemisphere moves about 3 axis enabling

interactive program control not previously possible

(Built in electronic interfacing reads potentiomete's via

potential divider circuitry offenng to times bettei linearity

than ordinary vanablo resistors.

>6 integrated trimmers -allow all axislo be tnmmed to

optimum resolution with no dead boundary areas

>Unique direct drive linkage with built n i counterbalancing

eliminates all control slack and enaMos last positive

sotting.

•State ot the art tow torque plasttc track potentiometer

provide noise free operation over 5 timos the lite ot

ordinary potentiometers,

i Ergonomic case design with convenience features such

as rubber 'eyelid' bumper, comfortable palm mat. non-

slip foot, positional scaling and extra k>nq lead.

ROBOCOM LIMITED

01-263 33*8 CIL BUILDING
GOODWIN STREET
LONDON N4 3HQ

Sobocom regrets that Bit-Stik will only

be available as a combined

hardware/software parkagp as not as a

discreet controller as implied above and

in previous advertising.



vferbatim Datalife
disks for the performance of a lifetime

disks, with the five year warranty

MINIDISKS

Verbatim, the world's leading producer of

minidisks, makes ihe widest range of minidisks
available for word processing and data processing
applications Intent nn maintaining mis position

of leadership, we constantly strive to make our
minidisks oven better

Each Verbatim Datalife* minidisk is

equipped with a hub reinforcing ring to aid in

registration, reduce errurs and give belter alignment
repeatahiliry Our dual-sided, double density

Datalife* minidisks offer users higher storage
capacity. Our new plastic box makes our minidisks
easier to use. safer and more convenient to store.

Our testing standards go beyond the industry

standard became we Instet on VterfaaiUn Iwiny tiit-

Industry siandard of excellence

Introducing

CLEANING DISKS

The Verbatim Datalife* I lead Cleaning Disk-

is a convenient reiia-ble. safe means ofremoving
up io !)0 percent of debris contaminating magnpilc
recording heads used in computer and word
processing system*.

The Verbatim Datalife* Head Cleaning Kit

consists of a durable, reusable, Lexan* jacket and
presaturated. disposable cleaning disks.

TheVbrbatiiu approach is superior to and
less expensive ihan other cleaning disks presently
available.

The kit, available in 8" and 5 Vi" sizes, differs

from (hose already available in ihe marketplace
in the following ways.

- The Verbatim Cleaning disks are disposable.
This approach allows a fresh clean disk to

be used each lime. No accumulated debris
from previous cleanings comes in contact

with ihe heads.
- Each cleaning disk is presaturated with a

precise amount ofd^aning solution Pre-

saiuration eliminates ihe Inconvenience
associated with splashing solvents onto
a disk.

IP

SPECIAL OFFER TO B.A.S.U.C. MEMBERS CNLY

10 x MINIDISKETTES E13*5QINCUSIVE OF

MADE PAYABLE TO
B.A.S.U.G. CHEQUE- No PLEASE
TOWARD TO ME BY RETURN AT THE ENCLOSED
ATORESS.

NAME

PCST CCCG
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Dear David,
London H.H.3.

Graham Rubens (Letters - Jure 1992) ooks for a

DOS patch to stop DOS from opening an empty

text-file when a named file does ret already

exist on disk.

Nay I suggest an e«i«r method which does not

involve any DOS patching Enable error trapping

Ihn VERTJT the file. If It doesn't exist, the

error trap uill be "sprung" with the "FILE HOT

FOAM)" error and can be used to skip the

irwnted "Ofor town*. Here is an example !-

Ill ON ERROR GOTO 1000

Ul PRINT M "VERIFT IESI.DAIA'

121 POKE 214,0

130 PHUT W WEN TFST.DflTA"

1110 POKE 214,0

mo if peek am
DISK"

ft THEN PRINT 'FILE HOT OH

idea, needs twice 3.75K dnd would reduce the

text buffer to about U.K. The second way needs

only 3.75K, leaving 15.25K. Extra memory could

be released In reducing HAXFTLES tc 1.

Unfortunately, Apple Writer does not make

automatic internal adjustments to compensate for

changes in HJJOI and HAXFHIS and these would

need to be altered manually in the rode.

Furthermore, the second method uould involve

Off-Sitting all absolute addresses in the code

so that the re-located modulp uould run properly

at its new location - not too difficult by using

a symbolic disassembler (such as SYHOIS) and

then re-assembling the source code.

If there is sufficient interest from BASJU

members (letters to Hard Core and not to ne

Please), I will tr* to work out the methods in

detail. However, it should be mentioned at this

stage that Apple Writer is a copyrighted program

dnd the source code of the patched programs

cannot be published or put into the BASUG

library.

Ian Trackman

Graham also asks why Apple Writer cannot cope

with two disk controllers. The answer 15 that

Apple Writer's internal comnands for

transferring bptwpen its two modules are "BftW

TQnflRpDr and "BKW PRJJfTER,Dl
u

.
"0" (*C1) can

be can changed to "S" (103) at *12C8 Kin

Teditor) and JH2C (in Printer).

The third Problem, which I can only answr here

in outline, is how to put Teditor and Printer

into menory at the same time without using; a

Rancard. Each mudule starts at S8fl3 and ends

just before U980, so taking up roughly 11110

bytes (i.e. 3.75K each). The text buffer is

located between 11911 and DOS's buffers at

taking up approximately *7C)0 bytes -

about 19K.

Two ways of putting both nodules into memory are

a) to store them both under DOS and then copy

the appropriate one down to *8B3 as required and

bi to relocate the second module at the top of

nemory and rail it there,

The first method, which follows the Ramcard

«®(M\ifMM
DAISYWHKfcL

PR INTER/TYPEWRI TER
OLIVETTI PRAXIS JU

CNLY £ 475

MEMOREX

HUB KEINTOHCED FLOPPY DISKS

ONLY

E3 W

TEL: 01-908 3€

BOX OK TUN

f U.95

VAT EXTRA

HA3 OPT.
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Membership Matters

First let me wish you (ill a Very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year. As the

year ends my work really starts and with
some luck 1 will be able to process all

the renewals before the next Hard Core

publication date^ February. To do this I

need your help - If members send thoir
renewals in early there will be ample

time. You will find a renewal form In

this month's Hard Core. I would aok you
to use thia to renew, since it speeds Lite

process up enormously. Please use block
capitals and Include your telephone

number and post code.
At the bottom of the form you will see a

declaration to be signed by members. This
declaration has bean printed on the
advice of BASUG* s le«al adviser and la

required if we are to he a limited

liability organization.
The wording means LhaL 11* we do become a

limited liability company all the members

will be liable to pay a MAXIMUM sum of
ONE POUND in the event that the club
should ever close leaving dobts behind.

This liability continues in force for one
year after members leave RASOG. This type

of liability by guarantee means that no
directors are needed or appointed, LhaL
the club continues to be run by the

committee, as at present. One benefit is

chat we shall be forced to keep proper
books under the Companies Act.

If any members are unsure about this
declaration please write to me and I will

try to explain it more clearly.
Now on to the more mundane tasks. Some
members of the club need to be reminded

that that wc arc NOT a commercial
concern, that is ro say, 90% of the work
done for members is by voluntary help,

which means, that, as we have said in the
past, members of the committee and other
volunteers work until the small hours

getting things done. If this were done on
a commercial basis your software disks
would be about £10 and we would no longer

find it possible to make products
available to you at just a little over

coat.
1 mention this because in the recent past

I have received a number of querulous

letters demanding lo know why membership
packs have not been dispatched within ten

days or why software disks have taken two

weeks to arrive. You have to understand
that members doing this work do not live
inside PO Box 174, Watford, and come from
far afield, often travelling 70 miles to
ger there. We all have work to do, not to
opcak of leading a social life.
I would therefore ask members lo bear
this in mind and not forget that many
mail order companies insist on allowing
28 days for delivery or reply. Having
said that, If you do have any legitimate
cause foe complalnL please have no
hesitation in writing to me.

local groups

Hants and Berks Local Croup

Fran Teo has decided It is high time
something Is done for rhe deprived Apple
users in the Hampshire Berkshire area.

You need a local group of BASUG, she
telle me. So if you are Interested in

attending a first meeting which will
deliberate on what is to be done, call
franc Is Teo on Bracknell (HSttfiil ! and
talk about it.

Northwest Frontier

A.K. Mitra has asked to announce that he
would like to explore the possibilities
of setting up a BASUG local group tn the
N. Stalls/Cheshire /Manchester area. Hie
telephone number la Congleton !M -

If you are forming a Inral group you can
get assistance from our membership
secretary, Jim Panks. He can help
publicise your efforts by contacting
BASUG members in your area. So please,
write to Jim Panks at our Watford finv No
and mark ir "Local Uroup Coordinator".
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Accutrack Disks

.

Because data reliability

is the important difference
in disk construction.

since poo* opeiotmg iesu*s toke o
white lo ihow up It's olso ihc oreo

ihat rnosl effects the Iooq term

rcliobi'i'y 01 Y0(-" Ooio)

• Tr»e disk must be free to rotate

within ih Jacket without intemoi d<og
to ovoid further anm cheeky
excessive pfOcessmQ limes ond
errors

• the jockei musl ptolett the disk

from external contominotion ond
damage H should o'so remove

rnicroseootc Dorticles of de-bos tjom

the disk surface before they con
damage the disk

Why you'll never find

the best disk bargain
in the bargain basement.
White there's little apparent

differ once between other d>sks ana

Accut'Ok. Ihe perl ormonee
diKeierK.es con be substantia' &mpiy

stolen on Acculiuck Ouk is premium
pf.ced Bu' ihe protection it gtves

you' mtotmotion the reliably it

provides lo your operations and i's

suDstuntialv longer Me moke it the

best disk buy Afler a" ihe ieoi cos'

of you' opetoiions is romituciing

ond processing the doto stored on
the disk - not the disk itself it doesn't

muke sense lo trusl thai dolo to

onylhing Dui fl>e besl disk

Accutrock

Anatomy ota disk.

flexible d.sks are simple inlormalon

sloroge devices consisting of O
mognelic disk enclosed »n a semi-stifl

piotedive iocket the disk folalcs

within Ihe jucket while moonelK;
recording heads on your dolo or

word processing systems read or

"wfilc" informolKjn Oh the d.*V*

mogneiic surface Since d-sk

Operation is simple, it's relatively easy

to moke one thai works Bui building

in reltOtMiity is something else again it

lokes specoiijod technology -to ouiia

d.sks Ihol operate flawlessly over an
extended penod of time.

What counts in

disk construction.

Key desgn oojeciivRs lor a daft o»q
listed below how we« o d»sk

meosures up lo those objectives

letaies dneciiy to the throughput.

acrurocy and overoll cosis for your

dola or word pnx:essinQ svs'em No
disk measures up better than

AcculrOCk
• the mognrftir coaling must be
precisely formulated ona uniformly

opplted Imperfections as small as live

million! hs of on inch cause signal

aropouls (Jula checks ond wasted
processing time as well us eirors

• The disk surfocc must be
obsokMely clean lototly tlol and
permanently lubnrcaled lo prevent

excessive K
(
eod wear wiih

subsequent signal degradation and
evenluol loss of information (This is

the mosi uitw-oi objective ond tt-*e

one Ihoj'i mosl oflen cumpfoniised

BASUG BULK BUYING - SOOott PRICE FOR lOs.

EI7:5Q ind FREE LIBRARY CASE!
(ADD 50p POSTAGE / PACKING)

BRITISH APPLE SYSTEIT1S USER GROUP
PO 8o» 1/4 WJItO-0 \V0?6NF
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hy Perer Trlnder

The calendar in this month's Hard Core
was produced by utilising several
routines from different sources. I must
first thank Max Parrot! whose main
calendar program forma the foundation and
does the calculating of the actual
monrh/dare part. This program was
published in the December, 1981 Windfall.
I have replaced his header with a graphic
picture which has been incorporated into
the proRram usin* routines supplied In
tha 'Prlnrographer ' a Hi-ree Graphics
printing package from Southwestern Data
Systems and sold here by SBD.

The Pr intographer allows you to load and
'edit' by cropping a Hires ImaRe both
horizontally and vertically. There is a

clever means of saving a Hires image In
leas than 34 sectors thereby saving disk
spare. Thp disk Includes a programme
which enables the Hires image to be
included in a basic piogiam. At the same
Mm* the Hires screen can be cropped top
and bottom and 'tabbed' into position.
Then; is one area in which the
Prtntographer excels. It contains printer
drivers for all the known printers made
and a conf lgurarlon program to match
these printero to most of the usual
printer cards including Apple Parallel -

Applp Serial - Grappler - CPS Parallel &
Serial and others.
SDS have provided facilities to make
three backup copies which should satisfy
most people's needs. Thic backup policy
applies to most of their anfrware and is
a sensible compromiac in my view.
Apart from the calendar printed here with
the Apple logo I have produced one with
my own company logo as per the enclosed
sample. The logo was constructed using
the HRCf. on rhP DOS Toolkit.

Apple Integer Basic Firmware Card tor

sale. Complete with Programmers Aid ROM

and Manuals. As new £50.00

Phone Peter Blair " !,! ' , '" Evenings or

weekends

REM a******************:****
1 REM CALENDAR BY MAX F'ARROTT
2 REM * WITH ENHANCEMENTS BY
3 REM * PETER TRINDER
4 REM
9 GOSUB 10001 REM ***L0AD GRAP

HTCS*K*
10 DIM D(2,3>,P(2,5,6),A*<6),M*<2

,3>,N*<9,4,o>
20 HOME ! INPUT "PLEASE ENTER THE.

YEAR REQUIRED "
t Y2

30 IF Y2 < 1900 THEN Y2 = Y? + 19
00

FOR J - TO 31 TOR I - TO 2
: RFAD r>(T,J>,M*CI,J> : NEXT I

NEXT
50 FOR 1=0 TO 61 READ A*(I): NEXT

60 0% m CHR* <4)1M2 - 1!M - 1

70 E» - CHR* ( 1 ) tN* - CHR* (?>:
200 0(1/0) D(1,0> + (Y2 J 4 - INT

(Y2 / 1>>tYl = 1903IH1 liDl
= 1:02 = l

210 A = INT (365.25 X (Yl - <M1 <
3>>> * INT <30.A * (Ml + 1 +

(Ml < 3> « 12)) + Dl
220 B = INT (365.25 * (Y2 - <M2 <

3)) ) t INT (30, h * (M? + 1 +

(M2 < 3) * 12)) + Dl
D - ADS (D - A ) : f> = D - 7 * INT
(D / 7)ID b D - 31 IF D < THfcN
D D + 7
HOME
PRINT "START DATE IS ";A*(D>;

r

,, ;M*<0,0> }», '•(" " JY2
PRINT t PRINT : PRINT "CHECK
THAT THE PRINTER IS ON"
PRINT "WHEN READY PREGS THE S
PACE BAR-
GET If
FOR I TO 91 FOR J M TO
51 FDR K = TO (S

READ N:M«<I,J,K> CHR» <N>t
NEXT : NEXT 1 NEXT
GOSUB 60 00
FOR X = 1 TO 89! PRINT "-"

I I NEXT

230

235
740

250

260

270
280

2V0

.ion

306

307 PRINT
308 FOR X - 1 TO lit PRINT " "Y2

"—" ; : next : prtnt
309 for x = 1 iu «9! print »-« • • next
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3in PRINT
1310 HALL 33456, HGK ,N,H,2,20,2

3,80
1350 GOSUB 6000
1351 FOR X = 1 TO 89: PRINT '»»${

NEXT : F'RTNT

1352 FOR X = 1 TO 11*. PRINT "

Y2"— •;: nfxt : print
1353 FUK X - 1 TO 89! PRINT "=";

; NEXT t PRINT
1110 FOR L = U 10 3: GOSU& 3000
1412 PRINT E*
MIS PRINT 5PC( ?i>;: FOR T =

TO 2: PRINT M*(I,L>J SPC< 2
l)i: NEXT I
M17 PRINT H%
1120 FOR 1=0 TO 2iN = 11 TOR J
= TO 5! FOR K = TO 6
M30 IF K < > D THEN NEXT K
1110 D-D » 1! ir D = 7 THEN D *

1150 IF N > D(I,L> THEN D Kl GOTO
1480
116U P(i,J,K> * n:n = N + 1

1470 NEXT Kl NEXT J!D = D + 1

11R0 NFXT I

150 for k - to 6! print e*ja*
(k>;n*i spc< 7>;; for i - o to
21 FOR J = [U t»

1510 IF P<I,J f K> < 1 THEN PRINT
"j; GOTO 1530

1520 PR1N1 P<X rJ,K3J SPC( 2 + <P
<I f J,K) < 10 > >

;

1530 NEXT J: PRINT "
\

l*j10 NEXT I! PRINT
1550 NEXT K
1560 NFXT L
1900 FOR X - 1 TO B91 PRINT "="!
1 NEXT ! PRINT
1920 FOR 1= 1 TO 111 PRIN1 "—

"

Y2"--";i NEXT II PRINT
1910 FOR X = 1 TO 891 PRINT "=";
1 NtXl I PRINT
1990 PRINT 1 PRINT D*"PR£0"
2000 FNO
3000 FOR I - TO 21 FOR J - TO
5t FOR K - TO 6
3010 pu,j,k) = o: nexi : nlxi : nexi
1 RETURN
1 000 HIMEfrt 1 3515610* HHR* (1)
! kEM CTRL-D
'OlO PRINT D* ! "BLOAD PRINT GRAPH
ICS, A*Br.no"
**015 PRINT Dtr'&LOAD PRINT GRAPH
ICS.O, A*8A60"
4070 PRINT D*;"EUOAD APPLE LOGO.
F"IC,A*2000"
t030 RETURN
5000 DATA 31,JAN,2G,FEE:,3l,HAR,3

t APR, 31, HAY, 30, JUN, 31, JUL,

3

1 .AUU, 30, SEP ,31, OCT ,30, NOV,

3

1 - DEC

Chelsfield
Dear Sir,

On Page 41 ot Hardcore VoL 2 N. 5 you
refer to Multitech of Taiwan. I have
telephoned the Taiwan Board of Trade for
Multltech's address, but they to Ld me
that they had no such company listed. Can
you please send me either a more complete
name of Multitech or better still their

contact address In Taiwan.

Yours
C, Mark

(Ed. Can't Imagine why the Taiwan people
aro being so -coy about this. Multitech is

a serious organization which
manufactures amnng nrher things the
reputable Micro-Profeooor (MPF-1), a 280
based micro "that will lead you
step-by-atep to a thorough knowledge ot a
microprocessor". Their MPF-II on the
other hand Is a "full-feature" home
computer which is Mcompatibie" with Apple
II but appaieutly iheli own product. Tin-

address, as published in Kyte for
November, Is

MulLltech Industrial Corporation
977 Hln Shen t Road

Taipei
105 Taiwan R.O.C.

As soon as euppliee come in the unit will
be marketed by Flight Electronics Ltd.
Flight House, Quayside Road, Rrlttaln

Manor, Southampton, Hants. But, dear
reader, stay your pen: the price, the
price: at £235 plus shipping plus VAT

making £275.94 In all you might like to
thlgk It over^

Apple II Pluo 48K, Disk Drive *

Controller, TV Modulator, Software,

books, mags. £1000 o.n.o.

Bill Halls ih i tfto

(Editor: In Pater Trinder'a listing
you will notice a rogue ' GOTO ' and
NF.XT' . Tt happens ro my 1 tarings a lot

too, deepltc all my Poke 33,33'o. These
jaggedy bita arc anathema to a
knl fe-wl eldl ng editor, who loves to see
things in straight lines. Dear Readers,
how can I get my GOTOs back Into liae?)
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C/WP'sGREAT
SUMMER
PRINT-OUT

C/WP notonly sell APPLE computers
at prices so low theyturn others green.
We sell printers at ridiculous prices, too.

Ifyour printer is off-colour buy a
new one from C/WP, the micro-
computer experts. Whatever make
your computeryou can benefit from
our* summer madness.-

Or why not a little madness ofyour
own and treat yourself to abrand new
.APPLE computer to run your printer.
APPLE prices have never been lower.
And ours are the lowest anywhere.

Whether you want a printer, an
APPLE, or any of the hundreds of add-
ons and peripherals we stock, you'll

find it hard to find a keener price or
more knowledgeable support.

Write or phone orjust pop in for our
full hardware and software list.

Ifyou're hungry for a printer at
these incredible prices, contact C/WP
Computers on 01-630 7444.

C/WP
C/WP Computers

108 Rochester Row, London SW1P1JP
Telephone: 01 630 7444

C/WPPRINTER OFFER
EXVATP31CES

MATRIX PRINTERS typical m< t j- i:/wp prick &

SeikoshaGPlOOA

30cps. tractor 215 149

Microline 80. 80ops
friction and tractor 235 199

Microline 82A. UOcps
friction and tractor 350 299

Microline 83A, liiOeps

friction and tractor.

15.5 inch paper 575 479

Centronics 739.100cps
friction and tractor 529 349

Epson Type 3 (80 and 100) PLEASE CALLUS

DAISY WHEELS

Olivetti Praxis.

llcps.KSR 480 399

TEC 40, 40cpS 1285 995

TEC 55. 55cps 1675 1290

^ume S/4S.4Scps 1720 1449

Qume 9/35, 3.r>cps, KSR 1483 1383

Diablo 630, 40cpc
plastic/metal wheel 1080 1350

KmitSliSP830,80cps

plastic/metal wheel 1992 1775

Prices do not include cables or interfaces tc computers
Apple computers parallel grapmcs or serial £70 Os&orne i30.
Limited offer to SO Septemher
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DEVIATTON Am^rr. v

By R.D. Purves

Sample variance and standard deviation are
statistics which measure the extent to which
individual observations are "scattered" about the
arithmetic mean value. People wishing to
calculate these elementary statistics often reach
for an old-fashioned text-book in which they find

instructions for the "desk calculator" method. In

Applesoft, one might write:

100 SIGMX = 0.OISSG = O.OiN =
1 10 PRINT "SAMPLE t" M + 1]

120 INPUT <-9999 TO END) ? -| X
130 IF X = -9999 GOTO 160
14V SIGMX = SIGMX + XffiSQ = SSQ + X A 2
150 N - N * 11 GOTO 110

160 VAR = (SSQ - SIGMX A 2 / H)/(N - 1

)

170 PRINT "MEAN - "SIGMX / K
180 PRINT -SAMPLE VARIANCE = "VAR
190 PRINT "STANDARD DEV. = " SQR tVAR)

This innocent looking program rnnreals some
numerical horrors, It is algebraically correct

(sample values 1,0, 2.0 & 3.0 give variance - 1.0),

and does nnt make the mistake of forcing the

user to count the number of data items to be
entered (computers count better than people do).

But It gives poor accuracy for tightly bunched
data. Sample values 2000.0, 2000.1, 2000.2 give a
variance of 7.8E-3. whereas the exact true value
is 0.01. Where does this inaccuracy anw?

In line 160 SIGMX " 2 / N is subtracted from
SSQ. If you print out those values you will see
that for closely spaced data they are very nearly
equal. Most of the leading digits are the -same,

and only a few trailing digits are available to

convey numerical significance to the result of the
subtraction. This "subtractive cancellation" is

one of the main problems in numerical
computation. In general there are three (not

mutually exclusive) ways to deal with the
difficulty.

(1) Use more accurate floating point arithmetic.

To simplify a little, the accuracy of floating

point operations is governed by the number of

bytes of memory allotted to each variable. In

IBM machines, single precision variables have 4

byte* allotted, the same as in Apple Pascal!

numbers can be represented with a precision

slightly better than 1 part in a million. Applesoft

serves us better! 5 byte* are allotted, giving a
256-fold improvement in precision (this is an

excellent reason for preferring Applesoft to

Pascal). Hayden Book Co. sells a double precision

software package for the Apple, giving a

fabulous 21 -digit precision, but this snot-gun

approach to numerical accuracy is usually not

needed, as we shall see.

(2) Compute with special care the two quantities

to be subtracted. In the program example,

squared quantities have been calculated by the

power function X^2, which is neither accurate nor
fast. Applesoft interprets X'2 as KXP (2 # LOG
(X)). The relatively small error in the LOG
routine is magnified by the subsequent
exponentiation. If we replace the power
functions by direct multiplication (X * X), the

program performs a little better. However, an
algorithm that is upset by errors in the ttth and

9th diqits cannot be called a good one. This leads

us to!

(3) Use an algorithm that avoids subtraction of
nearly equal quantities. Two options are
available for our variance calculation. For the
first, suppose the N data items to have been
gathered and stored in an array XO.

160 SIGMX = O.OISSQ = 0.0
170 REM COMPUTE MEAN
190 FOR I 1 TON
190 SIGMX - SIGMX t X(I>

200 NEXT I

210 MEAN SIGMX / N
220 REM COMPUTE VARIANCE
230 FOR I = 1 TO N
240 TEMP = MEAN - X(I)

250 SSO = SSO + TEMP * TEMP
2*0 NEXT I

270 VAR - SSO / (N - 1)

Note that the vital subtraction (now in line 240)
is of values much less nearly equal than in line

160 of the first listing. In consequence this

version is hardly affected by cancellation, even
for data which completely flummoxes the first

program (e.g. 10000, 10O00.1, 10000.21 variance =

0.01 exactly). If you cannot or do not want to
store the data in an array, a cumulative
processing method is!

loo sso = o.o:mean = o.o:n = o
110 PRINT -SAMPLE £' N + 1

!

120 INPUT " <-9999 TO END> ? "IX

130 IF X = -9999 GOTO 180

140 N = N + 1!DX = (X - MEAN) / N
150 REM UPDATE SUM-OF-SQUARES AND MEAN
160 SSO = SSO + DX # DX * N • (N - 1)
170 MEAN = MEAN + DX1 GOTO 110
180 REM CALCULATE VARIANCE
190 VAR = SSO / (N - 1)

200 PRINT "MEAN * "MEAN
210 PRINT "SAMPLE VARIAKCE = "VAR
220 PRINT "STANDARD DEV. = " SQR (VAR)

This is still not a full working routine, as we
have not provide*) any means for data validation
and correction. As the textbooks put it, "that is
left as an exercise for the reader".
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TWo Years of Hard Core - Quick Reference

Articles and Authors 1981/1982
Reconstructed by Peter Blair and Tony

Williams

February 1981 Volume 1 issue 1

Rel or.at t ng Applesoft
Personalised DOS

Input Anything
Hi Res Plotting
Hex Conversion
Ama rei.tr Radio
Adventurer 's Friend

Aims of the Group
input Routine
Page Zero Memory Mop
Beginner '« Pag*
Chairman's Corner
Business Data
Clearing Hi-Res
BASUC and IAC
Pippin's Page

Michael Mathison
Ian Trackman
Ian Trackman
John Sharp
T Tse
Don Maclean
Keith Jones
Martin Perry
Geoffrey Clements
David Bolton
John Sharp
John Sharp
Nik Splcei

Michael Mathison
John Sharp
Vernon Quaintance

April 1981 Volume 1 Issue 2

IAC Notes
Using Apple
Palsoft graphics
Speeding up

Chairman's Corner
Printer Interfacing
Beginner 'a Page
Basic Differences
Adventurer's Friend
Pascal Page

Apple 6-502

Using 2 716

Life and ITT
Apple LI UCSD
Pascal on ITT
fcamon

Pippin's Page

John Sharp
Richard Teed
Graham Rubens
David Bol ton
Chris Murphy
John Sharp
John Rogers
Keith Jones
Frank Kay

lan Trackman
Dav Id Bui ton

John Sharp
Leo Crossflcld
Richard Teed
Don Brown
Vernon Quaintance

June 1981 VoLumc 1 Issue J

BASlIfi News Tony Williams
Software Library John Rogers
AUG Europe Tony Williams

Disappearing It Trlckian Trackman
Handicapped Child
DOS Differences
Random Access
Beginner 's Page

North I .on,-! on Fair
VlslcaLc
VUlcaLc
Pascal Page

Printer Interfacing
Screen Forma l Ling
Autostart

Nor ah Arnold
John Sharp

T Toe
John Shai

p

Tony Williams
John Wlngatc
Graham Bryce
Frank Kay
Chris Murphy
Nik Splcer
Michael Mathison

Graphics Pr Liner

War Gaming
Collision Counter
Combining Applesoft

and Machine Code
Pippin's Page

Leo Crossfield
John Sharp

Robin Hood

Michael Mathison

Neil McFerran
Vernon Qnalnralnre

August 1981 Volume 1 Issue 4

Editorial David Bolton

Beginner's Page John Sharp

Beginner Bytes Back Tom Wlnkel

Introductory Disk John Sharp
Amateur Radio Don Maclean

DOS Append Eccyta Neil McFerran

Chairman's Corner Frank Kay

Pascal Page Warren Avery

Park Sr Meetings Tony Williams
I RAM Review Nik Spicer

Aik and the ComputerPete and Pam

ITT Hi-res
Conversion Ian Trackman

ITT HI-res Mods David Bui ton

Palsoft Onerr Ian McKelrle
Watgames Robin Hood

Handicapped Glyn Vernon

ACM Minutes

Printer Interfacing Chris Murphy

Sottwaro Libraries John Rogers

Frances Teo ; ProflleTony Williams

Pippin's Page Vernon Quaintance
Expediter: Review Mike Walker

October 1981 Volume 1 Issue 5

Courses
Editorial
Beginner's Page

Mural ion Column

Sunday School
ArisLoLle's Apple
Chairman's Corner

Eddie Payne
David Bolton

John Sharp
Roy Garland
Tony Wll llami

Norah Arnold

John Sharp

Shape Manager RcvlcwA.P.Mullan
Shake Hands
Vislcalc
How Applesoft
Stores Varlahles

Vldcx View
Double DOS

Sottware Library
Scctal Sector
ITT HI -Res

Beneath Apple DOS
Apple Machine
Language: Review

Books in Brief

It 's a Mystei

v

More on Programs

and Printers
F-nhancer

Eamon Report

Ian Pawson
lan Trackman

Peter Wicks
Rev. Sqn/Ldr Cowell

John Sharp
lohn Rogers

Ian Trackman
Chris Murphy

Ian Trackman
Cliff Wooton

T Tsc

John Rodger
John Sharp
David Row
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Andcomeda 16K
Pippin's Page

Jeremy Ensor
Vernon Quaint .nnrp

December 1981 VoLume 1 Issue 6

Editorial
SofLwate Library
Beginner's Page

First Noel

Haaug: Dutch Fair

Dlskourse
Input Anything
Update

DOS Command
Pascal Page
PCW Show

ITT 9th Bit
Pippin's Page

Book Review

Apple Panic Review

David Bolton
John Rogers
John Sharp

Ann Pad ley
Tony WiH lams

Frank Kay

Ian Trackman
Cliff Wooton
Warren Avery
Tony Williams

Ken Gordon
Vernon Qualntance

Michael Tickle
Vernon Qualntance

February 1982 Volume 2 Issue 1

Editorial

Beginner 's Page

Utilities
Shapcdraw
Applewrlter &
Language Card

Comment
Comment
Apple Machine
Language
The Last 0.8
Epson Printer ra&e
Softllb Evaluated
Comment

Education Column
Help!
Palsoft Hl-res
Pippin's Page
Rip-off News

Microsoft Tasc
ComplLer
Catalog Label
Printer

David Bolton

John Sharp
Chester Kemp

Peter Cave

Michael Clark

John Sharp
John Rodger

Ian Trackman
Ted Lepley

John Sharp
R. D. Pur ves
John Sharp
Norah Arnold
John Rodger
Chris Chapman
Vernon QuaintJince
Tony Williams

Peter Broadhenr

John Sharp
ITT HI-Res Plcturos Us Budgen
Magic Window: RevlewTony Williams

& Chris Jones

April 1082 Volume 2 Issue 2

Editorial David Bolton
Chairman's Cornel Fiank Kay
Apple III Roger Swalne
demonic Puzzler D. R. Daniells
EducaLlon Column Norah Arnold
Another First Dr B.E. Weller
***** on Applewrlter Ian Trackman
Co-Reaident ProgramsLes Budgen

Pippin's Page

Repeat Until

Basug Toolkit No 1

Nicelister

Compu-Read
CS Textmaater
Type Right

Apple Pilot
Ja i 1 break

Using 6502 Machine

Language
Structured Basic

Astro Apple Review

Vernon QuAlnranc.e

Bob Ralkco

Cliff WooLon
T Tse
Norah Arnold
G.P.Ognibeni
Fran Teo

Leo Crossfield
Chris Chapman

Ian Trackman
Michael Tickle

Cheater Kemp

Jane 1982 Volume 2 Ioouc 3

Editorial David Bolton
Snoggle Review Stuart Morley

Beginner's Page John Sharp
Epson Printer Pagco Quentln Rcidford

Peler Hlc^s
K.A. Kalrthorne
John Sharp

Now You See It
Random Tiling
Integer Basic
So What •* a Pseudo
-Op Code?
Machine Language DOSJohn Klceman

Personalised Disks Rex M. K. Smith
Write Protect
No fore
Polishing the
Apple
Shape Draw
Applesoft Surgery
Supercharge
Append
DOS Manual Update

Scar Trek
Instructions

Ian Trackman

Jurgen Wo Ida

Peter Blair
Peter Cave
Munjal Sharat
Richard Teed
Hedley r. Wrlghr
David Bolton

Stuart Morley

August 198? Volume 2 Issue U

Editorial
Chairman's Corner
Courses, Meetings

& Events
UCSD Pascal Course

Machine Code Course
Education Column
BASUC Tool Kit No 2

ACM Minutes
Amateur Radio
Nicelister Headings
French KeybuarU
Apple Writer II

Apple Writer II

Time Machine II

Snatu Time Again
Beginner 'a Page

Eamon
Input Fix

Tony Williams
Norah Arnnlri

5ob Raikes
Leo Crossfield
Bob Raikes

Norah Arnold
Clitf Wooton

John Sharp
Derek Turner
M.J. Parrott

Tuny Hi 11 tana
Jim Panks
Richard Teedo

Ian PawsOrt
Simon Brown
John Sharp

John Martin
Simon Brown
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Quotes From fcxec

File
Auto Repeat
Expanded Hi - Res

Sample Variance
Now You See it

Type Right

R.D. Purv«a

Richard Teed

R.D. Piuves
Neil Lomas

Martin Rogers

October 19«Z Volume 2 Iosuc b

Editorial
Membership Update

Chairman's Corner
PCW Show
Birmingham Workshop

Local Groups

Apple Graphics
Software Library
Hand ic apple
DASUG Not In Schism
Selective cat nos
Move DOS to

Language Card

Zardax: Review

Mickie: RevLew
Pippin •« Page

Beginner 'o Page

Epson Printer
A Widow's lament
Seedlings
An Introduction to
Adventure Games
Diary

Tony Williams

Jim Panka

Norah Arnold
Bob Raikes
Bob Raikes

Norah Arnold
J Rogers
Tony Williams

Derek Turner

Vernon Qualntance
Jim Panke

Tony Williams
Vernon Quatnrance

John Sharp
QuenLin Reidford
Yvette
Tony Williams

Mike Siggins

December 1982 Volume 2 Issue 6

Handltg? Kouleu
BASUG Medical SIC
Beginner 's Page
Calendar
Chairman's Corner
Chopli fter: Review

Doubledos Re-

visited
Magic Blackboard
Editorial
Local Groups
Membership Matters
Merlin 6 S-C Mano
Printing low Res

Graphics
Seed lings
Southall Workshop
Viaicolc Corner

S. Stones
Alick Eli thorn
John Sharp
Peter Trindor
Noiah Arnold
Stuart Morley

Colin Richardson
Norah Arnold
Tony Williams

Jim Panka

Ian Trackman

Philip Bolt

Tony Williams

R.r. Raitces

Frances Teo

more letters
IXindee

Dear Sirs,

with reference to Mr Gravil's letter in
Vol 2.No2 concerning a method of printing
the LR acreen; there is a simple!
solution available for the Paper Tiger.
This machine, and some other printers.
Can be set in a graphic* mode which will
print a dot pattern corresponding to the
ASCII bits of a character. Therefore it
Is possible to define a set of strings
which will simulate the monochrome
display of an LR block for each of the 16
LR "colours", use SCRN to scan the actual
display and print out a facsimile of the
acreen •

1 enclose listings for the Paper Tiger
routine and one for an MPl 99G which
gives a better quality print and a sample
print of bars of the 15 visible
"colours".
In fact it is more useful to use this
technique to define your own "colours"
i.e. harrhlngs rather than try to match
the LR monochrome display and I've also
enclosed some examples of hatchings whirh
1 use

.

Tours
Philip Bolt

Advertisers
Accutrak 39
Antronies 6
Autocra t 9
Dark Star 13
EliU 6,7
J.R. Systems 27
Leicester 23,31
Lux Computers 2
Meekrose 2

Merlin 13
Pace 25,20

48Pete and Pam
Punwon U7
Robocom 35
Systemlcs 2

Advertising rates
Full

Half p>8<

1/i pig*
reparation of artwork

00.00
137.

W

£17. SO

HUM IM|UU ca*>ara-raady arlw»rk in

awnoehroat*. If in M llu than iyp»t«# «.•>

tolerate phot<*t«pha iwduition 10 *5. Or
mai art 'work In AS. H»d Core can undertake
minor alteration* to coov.

Bdltorial copy l© 2. Mchola. Cid.ni, London
US 5HV
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November 25/27th Northern Computer Fair , Bellevue Manchester

December

1st Leicester Laughs AGM + Synthesizer
4/5th KASUG Beginning Machine Code Course with Ian Trackman
7th Herta Group Meeting
9i!i South London Group "Games"
11th BASUC Workshop - Word Processing* * Bring & Buy Sale.
Kenllworth Hotel, Gt Russell St. fl only. Bring no machines.
14th Kent 's Own meeting
17th Apple Medical Forum DASUG Medical 5IG (Middlesex Hospital)

January 1983
29th/30th Weekend Event, Milton Keynes 1 day on File Handling 1
day Beginners Basic + workshop.

February
3rd Leicester LAUGHS "Hard Disks". "Languages for the Apple

March 3rd Leicester LAUGHS "Printer*"

(What dates does your Rroup waul to publicise?)
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computer dealers
know that

you don't?
They know that they have found an unbeatable

combination Pete & Pain Computers' A
service, with the Pete & Pam Price

Promise. "We will not lie undersold*

Over 500 dealers throughout the

UK. Europe and the Cult States buy

from I'ele & Pain Computers.

They choose from over 900

products in our catalogue.

Products from 146 different

companies such as Apple. BASF.

Epson. Microsoft MicroPro. NHC. Saturn Systems,

Shim. Software. Versa Computing, Videx,

VisiOorp and Zenith and all at highly

competitive prices. Products which are hacked hy

our comprehensive serviee facilities, with same-day

ipping. Over SOO dealers know our rep-

uLitiun for sound advice, and for being

well informed in what's new in micro-

omputinp. They know our service

Is friendly, fast and efficient,

hort - they know tis. Isn't

^ it time you were "in the

know" and opened an

account with Pete & Paui

Computers? We have a lot

to offer you.

Send for our free Price

List and our product literature. We

promise you that you will not be disappointed.

Pete&Pam Computers
Head Office: New tlall Hey RAM), Rnvifiidalf. Lancashire. RK4 dir. Tel 0706 12701

1

London Office: lOMBWwro^h K«uU. U>..d"...SWI(.6l>L TelOI-7(,9 1022/9/4 & 01*77 2052

Telex 635740 PETPAM G

Tckx 92J070 PPCOMP (.


